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froM The exeCuTIve DIreCTor

My grandfather lived to be 96 years 
old. He was born in the moun-
tainous Abruzzi region of Italy. By 
1905, he had made his way via 

Ellis Island to the mountains of western Penn-
sylvania. He made this country, and in particular 
the mines of the region, his life’s work. With my 
grandmother, he raised a family of eleven chil-
dren in a three-bedroom, one-bathroom home.

My parents divorced when I was quite young, 
so I lived with my mother and spent the ma-
jority of my childhood with her family. They 
were a family born of the South, among whom 
debutantes and manners were not just consid-

ered, but were a way of life. On rare occasions 
I traveled with my father to visit his side of the 
family, and on the plane flights there I would 
often throw up, sick with fear and uncertainty. 
Yet my father’s family always treated me warmly 
and forced wonderful quantities of pastas, sala-
mis, and pastries down my throat. I remember 
speaking to my grandfather on those visits. In 
my mind’s eye, I see him as a tall man, thin and 
wearing the gold-hued, wire-rimmed glasses of 
the time. He spoke often of Italians, why they 
were such great people-- and smart-- and my 
grandmother, who could not speak English, 
would often interrupt with: “Mangia—Eat! So 

thin…” glaring in my direction.
My grandfather chewed snuff and I found that 

to be very strange indeed. I assumed that he 
was simply spitting out coal, from his years in 
the mine Their home was well worn, but always 
clean; it was a row house in Vandergrift, Penn-
sylvania, typical of those in working communi-
ties across the state. The front of the house was 
a candy store that Grandpa ran in the afternoon 
when he returned from the mine. In my youth, it 
was largely a place of storage and memories. To 
this day, the streets outside remain cobblestone. 

My grandfather was a coal miner for more than 
50 years. His story is part of the larger history 

of the stark reality of mining in America, which 
is still ongoing. The story of mining in America 
reflects the collective histories of many individu-
als who took pride in working hard, saving, and 
making a better life for their families.  Their sto-
ries, and Grandpa’s story, represent the American 
dream, but also tarnish somewhat the mining 
industry’s purported “values” and self-image.

My grandfather arrived in Western Pennsylva-
nia when he was nine years old. The skies of that 
time were black and smoky, filled with industrial 
pollution. The steel mills of Pittsburgh and the 
mines of the region were the main source of 
livelihood for Italian and Polish immigrant work-
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CoveR phoTo: Kennecott’s bingham Canyon 
mine is situated directly east of the great Salt 
lake in Salt lake City, Utah. the largest open pit 
mine in north america, bingham has supplied 
more than 6 billion tons of rock yielding copper, 
gold, silver and molybdenum and not surprisingly, 
an equally epic amount of pollution. this one mine 
pollutes more ground water than any other mining 
company. photo by ecoflight.

My grandfather was a coal miner for more than 50 years.  
his story is part of the larger history of the stark reality  

of mining in America, which is still ongoing. 
…Their stories, and grandpa’s story, represent the American 

dream, but also tarnish somewhat the mining industry’s  
purported “values” and self-image.
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What is Wilderness?
The Wilderness Act of 1964 established the National 
Wilderness Preservation System to preserve the last 

remaining wildlands in America. The Wilderness Act, as 
federal policy, secures an enduring resource of wilder-
ness for the people. Wilderness is defined as an area 

that has primarily been affected by the forces of nature 
with the imprint of humans substantially unnoticeable. 

It is an area that offers outstanding opportunity for 
solitude or a primitive or unconfined type of recre-

ation, and an area that contains ecological, geological, 
or other features of scientific, educational, scenic, or 

historical value.

ers. Naturally, Grandpa quickly found work in 
the mines as a water boy. At the time, safety and 
unionization were concepts seldom practiced. 
Miners worked long hours for little pay, as did 
the water boy. Companies were the foundation of 
the communities, and helped sick families, but 
always enjoyed maximum profits.

My grandfather worked in several mines: the 
Kiski Mine, Pine Run, and finally the large mine 
at Renton. The conditions were harsh. Men were 
at the mines by 6 AM daily. There, they worked 
in veins of coal only three feet thick. As my 
grandfather began to mature, he was moved into 
the more profitable position of being a digger. 
He would often dig bent over or on his knees, as 
the shafts were narrow and often no higher than 
three feet. Ventilation was crude, too, but men 
were instructed to work hard or be replaced.

By 3:30, the men from his shift would come out 
of the mine and begin the long walk home. No 
one had a car, so the men would walk the three 
or so miles back to town in small groups. They 
also started their day with this walk to work, in 
summer, fall, winter, and spring. Once home, my 
grandfather, who like his fellow miners would be 
completely covered with black coal dust, would 
head to the cellar. Here, he scrubbed himself with 
a washcloth and used a hose to rinse. My grand-
mother would come down to scrub his back, the 
one place he could not reach. He would then ap-
pear to the family, clean and white.

Nearby flowed the Kiskiminetas River. Once a 
world-class trout stream, the river was slowly be-
ing contaminated by mining, steel mills and poor 
sewer systems. Today, the river is still recovering, 
even after continued efforts at restoration.

My grandfather was eventually promoted to 
working on building rails for the mine, what 
many considered the best position. He would 
continue his work until the mandatory retire-
ment age of 65, which he bitterly opposed. 
During his years in the mine, he went from being 
poorly paid with little in the way of medical cov-

erage to earning a good living wage and receiving 
excellent health care benefits. This was the result 
of his mine’s unionizing.

My grandfather considered himself a Repub-
lican. He did not like paying taxes and was not 
inclined to support government handouts. He 
and his good friends would rent a vacant build-
ing in town, where they spent their spare time. 
On many nights the men would gather there to 
play pinochle, drink homemade grappa, and talk 
about the politics of the time. 

Grandpa came from a more frugal time, a time 
where family came first. After he retired, he used 
to walk every afternoon to my Uncle’s home to 
read the daily newspaper. My cousin, seeing that 
Grandpa enjoyed the paper, purchased him a 
subscription as a birthday gift. When the first 
issue arrived at his door, Grandpa called the 
paper immediately to cancel the subscription. 
My cousin, expecting to hear how happy he was 
about getting the paper, was instead treated to 
my grandfather’s thinking. Why, he asked, would 
I have a paper delivered to my home when I can 
walk the eight blocks to your home to read it? 
His point was that he did not need a copy for 
himself, which he viewed as simply excess.

I think my grandfather would be appalled by 
the way the Mining Law of 1872 is being imple-
mented today, and by the idea that companies 
like the ones that exploited him for many years 
would be given special treatment by the federal 
government. He was hard-working and pragmat-
ic. That companies already making millions, even 
billions in profits are getting a sweetheart deal 
to mine and get tax breaks to make their profits 
even higher would represent to him, I think, the 
perfidy that permeates Washington. 

Perhaps the Mining Law of 1872 made sense 
in 1872, but today it merely sustains the few 
people that still dare to justify corporate welfare. 
It is time to retire such outdated, unjust laws.  
I think that would make my coal-mining 
grandpa proud. 
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geT ouT There!

Get OutDOOrS With the NeW MexiCO  
WiLDerNeSS ALLiANCe to learn about the beauty 

and benefits of wilderness. Wild Guide 2012’s  

purpose is to educate, connect and engage folks in 

the protection of New Mexico’s wild lands. We are 

fortunate to live in this beautiful state. Let us bring 

you along on our journey and show you why. 

Wild Guide 2012 has something for everyone. 

How about a guided hike into a remote location, 

looking for and finding solitude? Maybe you 

would enjoy a fence removal project, restoring 

freedom of movement to wildlife. Backpack-

ing in the Gila Wilderness looking for wolves, 

might suit you? Or maybe it is a field seminar 

to indentify invasive weeds for the U.S. Forest Service? 

If you are looking for substance for the soul, we have 

a yoga class in the middle of the wilderness. There are 

scenic drives, with places to eat and rest, plus suggested 

hikes, hot springs, or birding sites.   

Join the New Mexico Wilderness Alliance for some glori-

ous fun and exciting adventures around our great state. 

There’s something for everyone!

to order your copy of Wild Guide 2012, contact tisha Broska, 

tisha@nmwild.org. Or, order online at www.nmwild.org 

by clicking under the cover icon on our homepage. You 

can order on Amazon.com or buy a copy at rei, and other  

local bookstores listed on our website.

GET OUT THERE!

Date of hike:  
February 25

Description of hike: 
This is a moderately difficult 
hike into the Organ Moun-
tains and up Fillmore  
Canyon, where a seasonal 
stream can usually be found 
bubbling underneath glades 
of ponderosa pine trees. 
Hikers will pass abandoned 
mines, archaeological sites, 
and be able to look out over 
the Mesilla Valley. A histori-
cal interpreter will be along 
to take hikers on a history 
tour, including the trips of 
Western legends like Billy 
the Kid, Geronimo, and 
other, lesser known, but im-
portant figures. Just twenty 
minutes east of Las Cruces, 
this superb hike is a unique 
opportunity for a comfort-
able February day. 

MaxiMuM  
participants: 15

hike leaDer:  
Nathan Small

to sign up: Go to nmwild.org and 
click on “Events.” Look for the calen-
dar and locate the event you are in-
terested in; then click on “Register for 
this event.” Administration fee due at 
sign-up: $10.00 for members, $20.00 
for nonmembers.

hiking Distance: 4.5 miles

hiking tiMe: 4 hours

contact for hike: nathansmall@
nmwild.org

Fillmore Canyon 
Back-in-Time Tour

guiDeD
hike

FeB.

Date: Saturday, April 14, 10 am–2 pm

the workshop: Nature journaling 
with Margy O’Brien. This interactive 
workshop will open your eyes to the na-
ture all around you. The workshop is for 
beginners to advanced artists of all ages 
and will include some limited hiking and 
exploring. You will have plenty of time to 
draw or paint, so you will need to bring a 
blank book, and writing and art materials.

Margy O’Brien has made a career as an 
artist by melding her dual love of art and 
nature. Teaching nature journaling re-
freshes her passion for the practice—not 
just the how-to, but the why. 

Margy has kept sketchbooks and na-
ture journals for thirty-five years; her 
sketches and notes build bridges between 
places and herself. The difference be-

tween journal entries and photographs 
has something to do with intentionality. 
Spending time sketching requires really 
seeing with understanding, building ob-
servation skills and dissolving visual com-
placency. The goal should be drawing  
to learn about something, rather than 
making a pretty picture, although some-
times you get both. 

the place: Elena Gallegos Open Space 
Picnic Area, Albuquerque

Nature Journaling

t
is

h
a

 b
r

o
sk

a

workshop

april
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Date: May 12, 10:00 am to 12:00 pm

Description of hike:  Join  
Satkirin Khalsa, physician and yoga 
instructor, for a day in the outdoors. 
Satkirin will lead a hike in the San-
dias, incorporating improvised yoga 
postures, by using hiking gear and 
nature as props. Focus will be on the 
aches and pains we all experience in 
the wild, including shoulder tension, 
low-back pain, knee discomfort, and 
sore muscles. Bring your gear and 
your questions, and learn how to re-
lieve discomfort during your next wild 
expedition! 

the place: Sandia Mountains

Meals: Vegetarian sack lunch  
provided

MaxiMuM participants: 25 

Yoga leaDer: Satkirin Khalsa

project leaDer: Tisha Broska 

to sign up: Go to nmwild.org and 
click on “Events.” Look for the calendar 
and locate the event you are interested 
in; then click on “Register for this 
event.” Administration fee due at sign-
up: $25.00 for members, $30.00 for 
nonmembers.

Driving tiMe: 20–30 minutes from 
Albuquerque

guiDeD
hike

Yoga Outside 
for all Wilderness enthusiasts

maY
Date: June 1–3

place: Rio Chama in northern New 
Mexico 

trip Description: Experience three 
days and two nights floating down Amer-
ica’s Wild and Scenic Chama River with 
experts, scientists, and philosophers from 
the New Mexico Wilderness Alliance. 
Rio Chama in northern New Mexico is a 
dam-controlled stream, impounded by 
El Vado Reservoir. The twenty-five-mile 
Rio Chama begins in alpine woodlands 
as a clear, rushing trout stream and ends 
at the head of Abiquiu Reservoir as a silty 
desert river, rolling among the rainbow 
cliffs so typical of the Four Corners re-
gion. Lovely, wooded campsites and lively 
but easy rapids make the Chama one of 
the best family river outings anywhere.

Meals: Gourmet food and beverages 
will be provided. 

trip leaDer: Doug Chinn 

MaxiMuM participants: 12

participant requireMents: First-
time rafters are welcome, twelve years 
of age and older in normal good health. 
Guides will do the navigating in our oar-
powered, self-bailing rafts. You can also 
choose to use an individual inflatable 
kayak on this Class II river.

Driving tiMe: 1 hour north of  
Santa Fe, 2 hours north of Albuquerque

to sign up: Contact trip leader, Doug 
Chinn (505-948-1154 or  
dougbike@comcast.net). A $500  
deposit is required at the time of sign-up. 
Trip cost is $1,000 for New Mexico Wil-
derness Alliance members and $1,200 for 
nonmembers (includes gourmet food and 
beverages for three days and two nights, 
equipment, shuttle to river from meeting 
place in Abiquiu, and river instruction).

rio Chama rafting special
trip

JuNe

Date: June 1–3

the project: We will be working with 
the parciantes (landowners) on the oldest 
acequia in the state, and also the highest, 
at 11,947 feet. The acequia (main irriga-
tion canal) is unique in that it crosses the 
Continental Divide, diverting water from 
the Colorado watershed to the Canadian 
watershed. This year marks the fifth 
consecutive year that we have gathered 
in the high Sangre de Cristo Mountains 
of northern New Mexico to work side by 
side with the gente of Chacon to repair 
and clean their acequias in preparation 
for the growing season.

the place: Chacon, Mora County, La 
Acequia de la Sierra. 

Meals: We will celebrate  
Saturday evening with a traditional 

matanza—goat or lamb or beef baked in 
an underground pit—and with Mexicano 
music and song.

MaxiMuM participants: 20

project leaDer: John Olivas 

to sign up: Go to nmwild.org and 
click on “Events.” Look for the calendar 
and locate the event you are interested 
in; then click on “Register for this event.” 
Administration fee due at sign-up: $10.00 
for members, $20.00 for nonmembers.

Driving tiMe: 1 hour north of Las Ve-
gas, New Mexico

Chacon acequia volunteer
service 
project

JuNe
Date: Friday, August 31–Monday, 
September 3

Description of hike: A four-day/
three-night backpack looking for wild 
Mexican lobos in the heart of the 
Gila Wilderness. We could not have 
a better guide; Dave Parsons led the 
wolf reintroduction project for U.S. 
Fish and Wildlife in the nineties. No 
one knows more about wild Mexican 
wolves or has done more for them 
than Dave. A truly unique opportu-
nity to spend time with a wilderness 
hero, in the place he knows and loves 
like no other. We will be looking for 
wolves, but we will be there to enjoy 
the natural beauty as well. The after-
math of fires that burned in 2011 will 
be within day-hiking distance of our 
camp—a possible side trip that will 
allow us to observe how fires burn in 
mature Ponderosa pine forests.

the place: Gila Wilderness, Amer-
ica’s first wilderness. The Gila has ex-
ceptionally diverse habitats; this  
can lead to rich wildlife viewing  
experiences. 

Meals: Saturday night dinner will be 
provided by NMWA. All other meals 
are your responsibility.

MaxiMuM participants: 10

project/Backpack leaDer:  
Dave Parsons

to sign up: Go to nmwild.org and 
click on “Events.” Look for the calen-
dar and locate the event you are in-
terested in; then click on “Register for 
this event.” Fee: $250.

Driving tiMe: Over 5 hours south 
of Albuquerque, New Mexico 

Distance: 7 miles to set up base 
camp and another 20 (optional) on 
day hikes exploring the wilderness

note: For this exclusive trip, horses 
will transport your backpacking gear 
to base camp so you can enjoy hiking 
with only a daypack. You must be self-
sufficient and provide your own food, 
water, and shelter. We will camp near 
water, so you will only need enough 
water for the hike in. 

Gila Wilderness Wolf Backpack
special

trip

auG.
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By Nathan small, Wilderness Protection organizer

In 1857, responding to complaints from 
New Mexico, Arizona, and California 
residents weary of the three-month 
delay in steamboat mail service, Con-
gress authorized the establishment of 
a federally-subsidized overland mail 

service between Tipton, Missouri and San Fran-
cisco. The contract was won by John Butterfield 
and his partners in the Overland Mail Company. 

Butterfield was a successful, self-made New 
York entrepreneur and a friend of President 
Buchanan’s. During his formative years, But-
terfield witnessed the construction of the Erie 
Canal, saw Robert Fulton’s newfangled steamboat 
miraculously chug upstream, watched as the first 
telegraph lines were strung, and experienced the 
rumble of the first steam locomotive. Anything 
seemed possible. Making his start as a depend-
able stagecoach driver along the Erie Canal at 
the age of 19, Butterfield matured into a man 
of vision and adept managerial skills. In 1949 
he founded the Butterfield and Wasson Express 
Company.  Shortly thereafter, he orchestrated a 

corporate merger with owners of two other ex-
press delivery companies: Henry Wells of Wells 
& Company and William G. Fargo of Livingston 
and Fargo. Together, they formed the American 
Express Company.  Both American Express and 
Wells Fargo (founded independently in 1952) 
remain iconic U.S. corporations to this day. 

In 1857, John Butterfield, William Fargo, and 
five other investors formed the Overland Mail 
Company to service the new so-called “Southern” 
mail delivery route. Within the span of a single 
year, their crews pieced together existing routes; 
surveyed new sections of road; appropriated or 
constructed corrals, bridges, and stations; dug 
wells or harnessed spring water; stocked the sta-
tions with hay and feed for the 1,500 horses and 
mules they acquired; purchased 250 coaches;  
and hired 800 employees. Known as the Butter-
field Trail, their route covered a distance of 2,795 
miles.  They met their target start date of 16 
September 1858, and on that day service began 
out of St. Louis, Memphis, and San Francisco 
simultaneously. “Remember, boys,” Butterfield 
famously admonished his employees, “nothing in 
God’s earth must stop the United States mail!” 

To lay out the route, Butterfield and his team 

retraced the movements of earlier travelers 
whenever possible, including footpaths and 
wagon routes blazed by Native Americans, min-
ers, ranchers and soldiers.  Entering New Mexico 
near El Paso, the Butterfield Trail followed the 
Rio Grande north through Mesilla to Picacho.  It 
then turned westward across the southern edge 
of the Robledo and Uvas Mountains, across the 
Uvas Valley, through the Goodsight Mountains, 
and on to Cooke’s Station.   Near Cooke’s Peak, 
the trail began following the path of General 
Stephen Watts Kearny and his Army of the West 
during their quest to secure southern Califor-
nia for the United States during the war with 
Mexico. The same route was used by Captain 
Philip St. George Cooke’s Mormon Battalion, 
who traversed vast wilderness deserts en route to 
California. The Overland Express also inherited 
the contract for mail service between La Mesilla 
and Santa Fe between 1860 and 1861, for which 
they followed the same El Camino Real de Tierra 
Adentro route that Juan de Oñate took nearly 
300 years earlier.

One-way trips on the Butterfield Trail cost 
passengers between $150 and $200 (around 
$3,000 by today’s standards) and took just under 
three weeks traveling day and night. Postage for 
a letter was ten cents, and freight cost a dollar 
per one hundred pounds for every one hundred 
miles. Brief stops were made only to change 
horses, repair broken axles, or consume two 
daily meals (at an extra cost of fifty cents each).  
The meals often consisted of hard, flat biscuits, 
beef jerky, and raw onions served in tin cups and 
washed down with unsweetened black coffee. 
Inverted pails or stumps often served as chairs. 

Wrote New York Herald correspondent Water-
man L. Ormsby upon his arrival in San Fran-
cisco: 

Safe and sound from all the threatened dan-
gers of Indians, tropic suns, rattlesnakes, grizzly 
bears, stubborn mules, mustang horses, jerked 
beef, terrific mountain passes, fording rivers… 
here I am in San Francisco… I almost feel fresh 
enough to undertake it again. 

In any case, way stations—small rough-hewn 
wood, rock, or adobe buildings with adjacent 
corrals and a well or a water tank—were spaced 
an average of twenty miles apart. (Distances were 

The 
bUTtERfIEld TRaIl

John Butterfield

They met their target start date of 16 september 1858, and on that day service began out of 
st. louis, Memphis, and san francisco simultaneously. “remember, boys,” Butterfield famously 

admonished his employees, “nothing in god’s earth must stop the united states mail!”
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gauged using a “viameter,” which counted revolu-
tions on wagon wheels.)  A guard of six or seven 
men at each station looked after the horses. The 
station keeper received a monthly salary. 

The first stop in New Mexico after El Paso was 
Fort Fillmore, followed by La Mesilla, which 
boasted a population of about 3000, making 
it the largest settlement between St. Louis and 
San Francisco at that time.  (It was larger than 
El Paso, Tucson and Los Angeles.)  The station 
office and corrals were located in the present-day 
“El Patio Bar,” which is owned and operated by 
descendants of the original Fountain family to 
this day.  Passengers disembarked at what is now 
the “La Posta” restaurant. It provided a place to 
rest and exchange mail after fording the river, 
which was on the east side of La Mesilla in the 
1850s. Notably, one of the adjacent lots housed 
the offices of a local express delivery company, 
the Catlett Express, owned by Samuel and Roy 
Bean, the latter also known as “the law west of 
the Pecos.”  The Butterfield Route then continued 
its way up the valley to the town of Picacho, and 
from there made an angle westward to the Rough 
and Ready Station, which was situated some 
twenty miles from the river. 

The first official stage arrived in La Mesilla from 
the west near dusk on Christmas Eve, 1858.  For 
days, local riders had reporting on the progress of 
the stage, and its arrival was greeted by a jubilant 
crowd.  One can only wonder if farolitos (lumi-
naries) adorned the plaza to greet and welcome 
the travelers. 

Butterfield received a cable from President 
Buchanan after the first eastbound mail delivery 
arrived in St. Louis on 9 October 1858, proclaim-
ing that it was “a glorious triumph for civilization 
and the Union. Settlements will soon follow the 
course of the road, and the East and West will be 
bound together by a chain of living Americans 
which can never be broken.” 

The arrival of John Butterfield’s tri-weekly Over-
land Mail service created a burst of growth in El 
Paso, which served as the half-way point. Street 
names in central El Paso today indicate the ar-
rival and departure routes of the stages and their 
destinations (Santa Fe, San Francisco, and San 
Antonio Streets). Indeed each of the towns and 
villages along the overland route benefitted from 
the service by bringing mail, news, visitors, and 
passengers in need of locally-supplied provisions.

George Hackler’s 
detailed fieldwork 
informs us that the 
Rough and Ready 
Station, established 
in December 1858, 
was located at the gap 
between the Sleep-
ing Lady Hills to the 
south and the Rough 
and Ready Hills to the 
north. Archaeological 
excavations revealed 
that the station was 
built of adobe on rock 
foundations with rock 
and adobe fireplaces 
and chimneys. Al-
though what remains of 
the station is currently 

buried, the Butterfield Trail itself remains evident.
Stations next in line heading west were Good-

sight, Cooke’s Spring, Mimbres, Los Ojos de 
Vaca, Soldier’s Farewell, Barney’s, Mexican 
Springs, and Stein’s Peak. Stein’s Peak in Doubt-
ful Canyon is about one mile from the Arizona 
border and was the last station in New Mexico. 
Each station name tells a story.   

Although the outbreak of the Civil War in 1861 
prohibited further official use of the Butterfield 
Trail, private stages continued to bring passen-
gers west to Santa Fe and down along the origi-
nal El Camino Real route south to Mesilla and 
beyond. 

Imagine for just a moment traveling with the 
original Camino Real caravans, at the slow pace 
of walking alongside creaking wagons and carts 
for a twelve-mile day.  Contrast that with the 
confinement of between six and nine tightly-
packed passengers in a coach built for speed (4-5 
miles an hour). In some ways, the freedom of 

movement afforded with the slower Camino Real 
compares favorably with travel on the Butterfield 
stages, which were fast, rough, dangerous, prone 
to tipping, and harbored passengers plagued by 
boredom, sleep deprivation, fear of the un-
known, and motion sickness. 

In 1873, one intrepid family made such a 
stagecoach trip.  Beginning in New York, they 
eventually made their way from Santa Fe to 
Mesilla along much of the Camino Real route, 
and then on to Silver City along the Butterfield 
Trail. Catherine McCarty Antrim, her two sons 
and her second husband William Antrim relo-
cated west to find work. Catherine busied herself 
with running a boarding house. Her husband 
worked mostly in the mines. William Henry 
Antrim and his half-brother Josie attended the 
one-room schoolhouse. A few years later, after 
his mother died, young William Henry took the 
name presumed to have been given to him by his 
biological father, William H. Bonney. His forced 
return to Mesilla in 1881 as a young adult, and 
the aftermath of that stay, created quite a stir. 
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n the ranching community of 

northern New Mexico, graz-

ing has long been traditional 

livelihood for my people. I 

am a fifth generation rancher, 

farmer, and hunter, and reside 

in the beautiful Mora Valley. Ranch-

ing is not what it used to be; once, 

it was not an uncommon means 

to feed and support our way of 

life. As the years go by, it gets 

tougher and tougher to support 

and feed my family with the cattle 

I still maintain. Nowadays, raising 

cattle is more of a hobby than a 

way of life. Only if someone runs a 

large herd and owns large tracts of 

pasture are they able to sell their 

cattle for profit on a large scale, 

and remain in the cattle business. I 

currently run a small herd of cattle 

and each year it is tough for me 

to make enough revenue to break 

even and support the cattle that I 

run. The challenges of purchasing 

feed and hauling water are things 

so many ranchers face on a day-

to-day basis. The droughts seem to 

get more severe and the pasture 

needed to sustain a profitable herd 

seems farther and farther out of 

reach. 

Currently, there is an effort 

across New Mexico to expand 

some public lands to protect them 

from off-road motorized vehicles 

and to keep industry from extract-

ing resources from our pristine 

landscapes and watersheds. As a 

rancher and grazer of the land, I 

believe it is essential that we pro-

tect the landscape and mountain-

ous watersheds that exist here in 

New Mexico. Many people travel 

into our state to see the majestic 

landscapes that New Mexico has 

to offer, and it is our duty and 

responsibility as New Mexicans to 

protect these areas. 

From the Valle Vidal in northern 

New Mexico to the Sacramento 

Mountains in southern New 

Mexico and everything in between, 

these landscapes in New Mexico 

define who we are as a people. 

Traditional values run deep in 

New Mexico, and protecting these 

public lands seems like the right 

thing to do. 

Our New Mexico Congressional 

delegation has the authority to 

draft legislation to protect these 

vast landscapes of New Mexico. 

The Pecos Wilderness, Columbine 

Hondo and Rio Chama Wilderness 

Study Areas, and Rio Grande del 

Norte National Conservation Area 

are landscapes we must protect for 

my grandchildren and their grand-

children. In northern New Mexico, 

Senators Jeff Bingaman and Tom 

Udall, as well as Congressman Ben 

Ray Lujan, have the opportunity to 

introduce legislation that can pro-

tect the land and keep it the way it 

has been for so many generations. 

I urge you to protect this land for 

all future generations. 

Protecting our lands 
in northern new mexico

I
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By Donald laran, 
rancher in Northern 
New Mexico

Valle Vidal
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While I only moved to New Mexico 
in 2004, my love affair with the 
Southwest began many years ago. 

In 1970 I volunteered for the US Army and was 
assigned to Biggs Field outside Fort Bliss for a 
year of Vietnamese language training. For nearly 
a year, before leaving for Vietnam, some bud-
dies and I spent most of our weekends exploring 
the extraordinary desert, grasslands and moun-
tains that spread east and north of the base. The 
pristine beauty of the amazing west Texas and 
southern New Mexico landscape stayed with me 
through the ensuing decades and after retirement 
led me back to the Southwest.

The heart of that extraordinary landscape is 
Otero Mesa, a nearly untouched expanse of grass-
lands bounded on the east by the majestic Gua-
dalupe Mountains and on the north by the mag-
nificent Lincoln National Forest. Known to many 
as the Serengeti of the Southwest, Otero Mesa is 
home to large herds of Pronghorn, mule deer and 
rare bird species. A century ago it was the do-
main of the Mescalero who trekked across it from 
their encampments in the Sacramento Moun-
tains. They and their predecessors from centuries 
before left a stunning record of their lives in rock 
art that embellishes Alamo and Wind mountains 
at the southern edge of Otero Mesa.

Since returning to New Mexico I have worked 
with the New Mexico Wilderness Alliance in its 
effort to preserve this unique land against de-
velopment that continues to threaten the area.  
Those who have encountered the raw beauty of 
Otero Mesa, experienced the massive monsoon 
thunder storms that sweep across it in summer or 
marveled at the unmatched beauty of the wild-
flowers that color the whole mesa in Spring are 
determined to protect this land against oil and 
gas development and the emerging threat of open 
pit rare earth mining that continues to menace 
this precious place.  In an all too rare alliance, 
hunters, ranchers, and people who simply love 
nature and the history of this special place, have 
come together to defend Otero Mesa. 

Also since coming to New Mexico I have 
worked with other veterans in the area on a 
personal basis.  Many of the veterans I have met 
with have shared their experiences, especially in 
service.  Vietnam and Korea were for many hell-
ish places with memories of combat and suffering 

that continue to be open wounds that limit their 
careers and work, their family life and of course 
their health.  Sadly, the current generation of vet-
erans now returning from Iraq and Afghanistan 
are even more heavily burdened, after multiple 
extended tours, having endured the same hellish 
conditions of war Vietnam or Korea era veterans 
faced for only one or at most two tours of duty.   

Many of these veterans have told me that they 
have been able to find in the Southwest, and 
particularly in New Mexico, the kind of inner 
peace and solace they could not find elsewhere in 
America.  They have found in the incredi-
ble vistas of New Mexico’s moun-
tain framed horizons and the 
silence of its deserts, grasslands 
and forests a kind of harmony 
and order that has given them 
the time and space to rebuild their 
lives. This is the very specialness 
about New Mexico that left so strong 
an impression on me four decades ago. 

Too often when we consider New 
Mexico’s natural resources, our minds 
turn to the physical exploitation of 
that wealth.  We value the land for 
that which lies beneath it, the oil, the 
gas the minerals.  Or for some, it is 
the grassland itself whose value lies in 
the potential for cattle grazing or for 
hunting the pronghorn and mule deer 
herds. Even those of us fighting to preserve 
Otero Mesa have tended to think in such 
terms, arguing as we do that Otero Mesa must be 
preserved so as to protect the vast water aquifer 
that lies below it, or to attract tourist dollars to 
the State. 

We tend to overlook the more intrinsic value 
of Otero Mesa and other places of wonder that 
comprise our state.  There is real value too in the 
simple, pristine beauty of this land, unadorned 
by oil rigs, open pit mining operations, or for 
that matter, tourist-oriented billboards.  People 
in need of and in search for harmony in lives 
fractured by war, or personal tragedy, and even 
those for whom the pace of life at times gets to 
be overwhelming, understand this intrinsic value 
better than most. The veterans, the physically 
and mentally wounded or those simply seek-
ing to re-order their lives, have a deeper insight 
regarding the value of this land. 

Their insight and understanding is along the 
lines of that offered by Henry D. Thoreau over 170 
years ago. In his essay “Walking,” he wrote:  “The 
West of which I speak is but another name for the 
wild; and what I have been preparing to say is, 
that in wildness is the preservation of the world.” 

As a veteran and newly minted New Mexican, 
whose love for New Mexico was inspired by 
Otero Mesa and who drew on memories of it for 
solace and strength during a tour in Vietnam and 
through ensuing decades, I am determined that 
this priceless treasure be preserved for future 
generations. 

By edmund McWilliams
White oaks, NM
vietnam veteran

Many of these veterans  
have told me that they have 

been able to find in the 
southwest, and particularly 
in New Mexico, the kind of 
inner peace and solace they 

could not find elsewhere  
in America.

the Healing Power 
of the land
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e are blessed in 
New Mexico to live in a place 
that is recognized as the “Land 
of Enchantment,” a place 
where skies are open and sun-
sets are indescribable. New 
Mexico is not alone in this re-
gard. The West, as a whole, is 
unique because of its bounty 
of public lands and natural 
resources. Our great state, as 
others in the West, was settled 
on the premise of extraction – 
the idea of bettering lives and 
creating wealth by accessing 
the abundant natural resourc-
es of the West: our land, trees, 
and minerals. Over time, 
Western states have gained 
recognition for their beauty 
and natural wonder, attracting 
vast numbers of visitors. Tour-

ists and locals alike love to see the wild places of 
the region; they are drawn to the monuments, 
parks, and the rugged outdoors. The West’s trans-
formation into a destination for recreation has 
created a conflict between protecting the lands 
that make it so attractive, and responsibly manag-
ing the natural resources important for industries 
around the country. 

Some aspects of our extraction history have a 
dark past. During the Cold War era, extensive 
uranium mining was done throughout the West, 
and specifically in New Mexico. The Pueblo of 
Laguna was home to the nation’s largest open 

pit uranium mine. Additionally, many large and 
small mines and mill sites were opened within 
the Navajo Nation. In fact, much of northwest-
ern New Mexico, from the Grants Mineral Belt 
through the Navajo Nation, is speckled with 
hundreds of abandoned uranium mines. Work-
ers from across the state came to these mines and 
mills, especially from the economically struggling 
communities of rural New Mexico. 

 Many of these individuals, unaware of the dan-
gers of radiation exposure, unwittingly gave their 
health and even their lives to national efforts to 
develop uranium for a Cold War nuclear arsenal 
during the mid-20th century. Some Americans 
were sickened through exposure to aboveground 
atomic weapons tests, and others were exposed to 
heavy doses of radiation from working in the ura-
nium mining industry. Families of workers were 
exposed to yellowcake (a concentrated uranium 
powder) coming home on the clothing of their 
loved ones, and to the mine waste itself. Some 
families even built homes out of uranium taillings 
materials, not realizing their toxicity. Water 
sources were contaminated, and the once-pristine 
landscapes became spotted by abandoned mines 
and contaminated tailings piles. All the while, 
as our national understanding of the dangers of 
radiation exposure developed, the federal govern-
ment continued to fail to ensure that uranium 
workers and their families were safe from the 
hazards of exposure to radioactive materials. As a 
result, a generation of Americans who worked in 
the mines and lived near testing sites became sick 
with serious diseases like lung cancer and kidney 
disease, and many areas were left in a serious 
state of environmental degradation.

 In the late ‘70s my father, Stewart Udall, took 
up the fight for these workers. In 1979, my father 
filed 32 claims against the Department of Energy 
on behalf of widows of deceased Navajo uranium 
miners. In many ways, this marked the beginning 
of the fight for compensation for all uranium 
workers. I remember working those years with 
my whole family to collect information and push 
for recognition. It was a family effort to fight 
injustice, and for me, it continues to be a fam-
ily priority. Ten years after the initial claims were 
filed, the original Radiation Exposure Compen-
sation Act legislation was passed in the United 
States Congress, giving a level of restitution to 

UDALL
By senator Tom udall

A legACY ThroughouT The WesT
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Senator Stewart Udall

the legacy of the 1872 mining law, which allows mining  
companies to extract minerals while paying little or no  

royalties and employing limited environmental safeguards,  
is long overdue for reform.
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sick miners and millers, as well as individuals 
downwind of nuclear tests. With the leadership 
of Senator Jeff Bingaman and our colleagues in 
both the House and Senate, the RECA legislation 
was later expanded upon through an amendment 
adopted in 2000. 

 Today, I carry on my father’s legacy to see to it 
that those who have suffered health consequence 
due to uranium mining are justly compensated. 
For many years, I have fought for a package of 
amendments to RECA that would include post-
1971 uranium workers as qualified claimants. 
While the federal government ceased purchase 

of domestic uranium in 1971, implementation of 
federal work safety standards was slow and regu-
lation of mines was poor. As a result, thousands 
of miners and millers were never made aware of 
the dangers of the yellowcake they handled on 
a regular basis. In recently conducted surveys, 
the majority of uranium workers from this time 
period report that they did not have showers or 
washbasins in the mines where they worked. 
They often took contaminated clothing home for 
laundering, unaware of the hazards and with no 
other option for cleaning. Many also report that 
ventilation to prevent unnecessary exposure was 
not provided in their work areas. 

 My family’s legacy doesn’t just extend to RECA 
and helping those who have suffered the health 
consequences associated with uranium mining. 
There are other improvements that need to be 
made to our mining industry. This includes the 

cleanup of abandoned mines, which is yet an-
other side effect of uranium mining. New Mexico 
has hundreds of abandoned mines, which are 
in need of closure and cleanup. The cleanup of 
these mines in New Mexico and across the West 
is vital, and I will continue to work with mem-
bers of Congress and federal agencies to ensure 
that the abandoned mines are not forgotten 
again. In the Senate Subcommittee on Children’s 
Health and Environmental Responsibility, which 
I chair, we are working to ensure the agencies 
fulfill their cleanup responsibilities, or are held 
accountable for failing to do so.

 The legacy of the 1872 
Mining Law, which allows 
mining companies to extract 
minerals while paying little 
or no royalties and employ-
ing limited environmental 
safeguards, is long overdue 
for reform. For 135 years, 
the citizens of the United 
States have been giving 
away pieces of their prop-
erty for practically nothing, 
without even receiving the 
basic courtesy of having the 
land left in the same condi-
tion it was found. For many 
years both as a member 
of the House of Represen-
tatives and the Senate, I 

have been a cosponsor of a bill that would make 
much-needed improvements to the 1872 law. 
These bills would protect sensitive environmental 
areas, and help clean up sites that have already 
been harmed. 

 For years, New Mexico has given its resources 
to our country. Not only have we given our 
land to be mined and developed, but too many 
citizens have given their health and the health 
of their families to the development of minerals. 
It is time we do the right thing and find a bal-
anced approach to cleanup, compensation and 
conservation. 

Senator Tom Udall
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the West’s transformation into a  
destination for recreation has created a  

conflict between protecting the lands that 
make it so attracitve, and responsibly  

managing the natural resources important 
for industries around the country.
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1872The LawThaT

Keeps on Giving

By stephen Capra

President Ulysses S. Grant, 1872

ining has been part of the 
American character since our inception as a na-
tion. It is also been at times a ruthless business, 
that has allowed owners and investors great prof-
its and placed the health and safety of its miners 
in great peril. Currently, mining threatens the 
very fiber of the lands we love. Otero Mesa, our 
beloved grassland, is threatened yet again by a 
company that operates in Cameroon, a country 
riddled with government corruption. Activists in 
that country are demanding investigations into 
the equally corrupt ownership structure of this 
so-called mining operation known as Geovic.

Those who support the so-called “green future” 
of nuclear power should consider the conse-
quences of uranium mining, which poisoned 
the groundwater of the Navajo Nation and gave 
cancer to many of the people who mined this 
“yellowcake.” It is a stark reminder that nuclear 
power is far from green, and its costs in human 
suffering and contamination remain great and 
dramatically underreported.  Those who enjoy 
gold jewelry should consider that the use of cya-
nide leach mining is causing great harm to the 
land, water, and wildlife. A single gold ring is the 
product of tons of rock and soil.

Yet with the price of gold at all-time highs, 
companies are enjoying great profits, which fund 
lobbying and naturally translate into increased 
support from elected officials like Senate Major-
ity leader Harry Reid (D-Nevada). With such 
friends, mining companies enjoy the influence 
needed to continue to wreak havoc on the pub-
lic lands of the West, with little or no cost to 
their bottom line. Few laws on the books dis-
play such largesse to industry. For so long, the 
public lands of the American West have been a 

welfare paradise for miners, oil and gas develop-
ers, loggers, and ranchers, lands to be exploited 
for easy, government-backed profits. In the late 
1800s, despoliation of the land was the price to 
pay for expansion and to help defray the national 
debt. Few at the time would have understood 
that these so-called rugged individualists would 
turn their short-term government support into a 
multi-generational license to exploit our public 
lands and become both iconic and politically 
stealth both statewide and nationally.  

In 1872, President Ulysses Grant signed into 
law the General Mining Act of 1872, designed 
to give incentives to the then-budding mining 
industry to go west and create jobs and raw ma-
terials for a growing America. Prior to 1872, the 
miners themselves largely determined mining 
laws, often adopted from Mexican mining laws 
that had preexisted in California.  Miners would 
form governments in each new mining camp, 
which led to a lack of mining standards, violence, 
and little state or federal control.

Following the end of the Civil War, many east-
ern representatives concerned about the national 
war debt looked west at these mines and saw 
them as a means of paying off the federal trea-
sury. They also viewed the miners as squatters 
who were robbing the countries lands and legiti-
mate means of paying down such debt.

With the passing of legislation, certain stan-
dards were put in place. It set the price of the 
land claim to range $2.50 to $5.00 per acre. This 
price set by law has remained the same since 
1872. According to Wikipedia, the Chaffee law 
of 1866 and the placer law of 1870 were com-
bined into the General Mining Act of 1872. The 
mining law of 1866 had given discoverers rights 

M
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to stake mining claims to extract gold, silver, cin-
nabar (the principal ore of mercury) and copper. 
When Congress passed the General Mining Act 
of 1872, the wording was changed to “or other 
valuable deposits,” giving greater scope to the 
law. The 1872 act also granted extra lateral rights 
to lode claims, and fixed the maximum size of 
lode claims as 1500 feet (457m) long and 600 
feet (183m) wide.

So how does all this pork work on the ground? 
In an important story on mining written by Se-
attle Post-Intelligence reporters Robert McClure 
and Andrew Schneider, they walk us through the 
reality of this arcane mining law:

Today the legacy of this legislation is the poi-
soning of more than 16,000 miles of Western 
streams, tens of thousands of abandoned mines 
scaring the landscape and many still emitting 
an orange-red acid runoff called “yellow-boy.” 
When a mine goes bankrupt and they do, tax-
payers often are stuck with the cost of cleanup. 
In the 1990’s just three mines in Montana, 
Colorado and South Dakota cost more than 
$275 million.

Perhaps more disturbing is the reality that 
while miners and more realistically mega min-
ing corporations have been permitted to blast, 
strip mine and dig away tracts of public lands, 
thus privatizing an area larger than the state of 
Connecticut. Mining interests have also walked 
away with minerals in excess of more than $11 
billon during the nineties, even more in recent 

years, while contributing nothing to the US 
Treasury, which equates to zero dollars. As if 
that was not enough, congress deemed it neces-
sary to give these corporations more than $823 
million in tax breaks. 
Currently federal officials must administer a 

law they say promotes the best use of millions of 
acres of federal land, even in sensitive places such 
as Top of the World, Arizona – a wide spot in the 
road 70 miles from Phoenix. There, a Canadian 
company called Cambior wants to dig copper 
where wild boars roam and the hedgehog cactus 
blooms brilliant red in the spring. The sulfuric 
acid, trucks, noise and dust from a 24-hour a 
day mine would be plopped down just upstream 
from a lush, tree-shaded canyon.

Cambior, which also ran a mine in Guyana, 
where 300 million gallons of cyanide-bearing 
solution spilled, wants to dig three pits cover-
ing nearly a square mile, reaching a depth of 600 
feet. The hundreds of millions of tons of earth 
removed would be piled into heaps covering an 
additional square mile. The copper ore would 
be doused with 400 tons of sulfuric acid per 
day. To do this the company would reroute more 
than two miles of streams, some through chan-
nels constructed of concrete like material. The 
Canadian firm and its subsidiary, Carlota Copper 

Co., will pay no more than $1700 for the public 
portion of the land it will mine. The company 
expects to mine some 478,000 tons of copper 
worth about $728 million in 1990s prices.

Even a federal lawyer trying to defend the gov-
ernment’s approval of the mine admitted, “The 
circumstances here include a proposed project 
that is so invasive to the forest that it would nev-
er be considered, less approved, were it not for 
the mining law of 1872.”

According to research prepared in 1964 by 
University of Colorado Professor Charles Wilkin-
son, prominent natural resources attorney John 
Sterling Boyden, who claimed to be representing 
the Hopi Tribe, was actually on the payroll of the 
Peabody Energy Company, a publically traded 
energy company based in the mid-west. Mr. Boy-
den was able to first convince the Navajo and 
then two years later the Hopi to sign an agree-
ment that was clearly advantageous for Peabody. 
The agreement entitled Peabody to both the min-
eral rights and most importantly, the aquifer, de-
spite widespread opposition from tribal members 
and conservationists. 

Black Mesa would become a watershed mo-
ment of mining, activism and the fight of First 
Nations for control of their lands. By 1968, 
Peabody Coal began strip-mining operations on 
lands leased from the Hopi and Navajo on Black 
Mesa. They would employ approximately 850 
Native Americans, primarily Navajos. The sacred 
lands of Black Mesa became the folly of Peabody 

Coal, whose monstrous bulldozers (some shov-
els more than 200 yards long) removed close to 
12 million tons of coal per year. What makes 
this worse was that 1.2 billion gallons of water 
was wasted each year to move coal via a “slurry” 
pipeline in the heart of the desert, more than 273 
miles away to the Mohave Generating station in 
Laughlin, Nevada. The power generated there 
was used to supply energy to southern parts of 
California and Nevada. 

On January 5, 2010, Judge Robert G. Holt 
revoked Peabody’s coal mining permit at Black 
Mesa, because the U.S. Department of Surface 
Mining (OSM) failed to provide a supplemental 
Draft Environmental Impact Statement when it 
issued a permit in December of 2008. Thus, the 
Final EIS “did not consider a reasonable range 
of alternatives to the new proposed action, de-
scribed the wrong environmental baseline, and 
did not achieve the informed decision-making 
and meaningful public comment required by 
NEPA (National Environmental Protection Act).” 
This all occurred years after the fact and in the 
many years prior, water, air, soil and the sacred 
symbol of a people were trashed, and huge prof-
its were gained all from a contract made in repro-
bating fashion.

continued on page 14

few laws on the books display such largesse to industry.  
for so long, the public lands of the American West have been 
a welfare paradise for miners, oil and gas developers, loggers, 

and ranchers, lands to be exploited for easy profits.

Demand that  
Congress STOP  
the 1872 Mining 
Law!

Call our Congressional delega-
tion today and urge them to work 
to change this archaic law:

Senator Jeff Bingaman  
(202) 224-5521

Senator tom udall 
(202) 224-6621        

Congressman Martin heinrich 
(202) 225-6316

Congressman Ben ray Lujan
(202) 225-6190

Congressman Steve Pearce  
(202) 225-2365

Call President Obama and urge 
him to declare Otero Mesa a 
National Monument and demand 
that all mining claims in Otero 
Mesa be withdrawn.
(202) 456-1111
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the iMPACtS iN NeW MexiCO
It is clear that mining is destroying beautiful 
lands across the West, but in New Mexico it is es-
pecially apparent that the lust for coal, uranium, 
copper and other minerals has left emotional as 
well as physical scars. 

Across New Mexico, the push is on to find new 
sources of uranium. Mt. Taylor, long a sacred site 
for many tribes in our state has been the focus of 
companies such as Neutron Energy Inc. and Urex 
Energy Corp who want to drill on thousands of 
acres of land near the town of San Mateo.  They 
are proposing 279 holes as a first step and the 
construction of new roads for steeply sloped sites. 

Yet it is Otero Mesa, which once again sees 
threats to its grasslands and mountainous integ-
rity. The latest push comes from Geovic Mining 
Corporation. Geovic has a shady history with the 
government of Cameroon, Africa. Their only goal 
is to lure unsuspecting investors hungry for a big 
strike, rather than a long-term, sound, strategic 
plan for growth and minimizing environmental 
impact. That sadly seems to be the general oper-
ating principles of many mining interests world-
wide and many countries bear far bigger environ-
mental scars as a result.

In 1918, around the close of WWI, the area 
known as Carrizo Mountain, about 30 miles west 
of Shiprock, New Mexico was mined for vana-
dium. The mines where vanadium was extracted 
were lined with a soft yellow ore. Few had inter-
est in uranium at that time. In the early 1920s, 
the first uranium extraction began on the Navajo 
Nation. By 1923, operations ceased when large 
and rich sources were discovered in the Belgian 
Congo. With the advent of Atomic weapons 
and the Cold War, mining exploded across the 
Southwestern United States. More than 15,000 

people mined uranium or worked in process-
ing mills since the 1940s. More than 13 million 
tons of uranium was mined by such companies 
as Kerr-McGee. Navajos who worked in these 
mines were generally paid low wages (80 to 90 
cents an hour, with minimum wage at $1.25) and 
were not informed of the hazardous affects that 
uranium was having on their welfare. With few 
jobs available to them, many chose to take work 
at the mines. 

For the Navajo miners, the incident of cancer 
was staggeringly high. Though both government 
officials and mining companies were fully aware 
of the dangers, they never informed the miners. 
In part, it was an experiment designed to see 
what the true effects of uranium would be. By 
the time miners began to have problems and met 
with physicians, they were diagnosed with lung 
cancer and had few options. 

Perhaps no one was as outraged over this pain-
ful chapter in American history than former Inte-
rior Secretary Stewart Udall; it would become one 
of the major fights that framed his personal sense 
of environmental justice. The fight to compensate 
miners would span many years and for some of 
the miners they would not live to see justice. The 
United States Radiation Exposure Compensation 
Act was passed by congress on October 5, 1990. 
It resulted in a payment by the government to 
“miners, millers, and ore transporters.” 

On April 12, 2011, US Senator Tom Udall led 
a bipartisan group in supporting Amendments 
to the Act. It would extend compensation to em-
ployees of mines and mills after December 31, 
1971. It included many more amendments, and 
was introduced in the House by Congressman 
Ben Ray Lujan.

During the Bush Administration, efforts were 
made to soften regulation 
and expedite coal mining. 
Examples include allowing 
operators wider allowance 
to bury streams and moun-
tain headwaters with min-
ing waste. This was enacted 
to encourage more moun-
tain top removal, which has 
been a common practice 
in the Appalachian region 
of the east. These opera-
tions process coal on site 
and generate toxic slurry 
that is stored in dammed 
impoundments. These 
impoundments, which are 
filled with billions of gal-
lons of sludge, are often 
situated near communities. 
Besides the major flood 
potential, they have been 
directly linked to contami-
nation of drinking water 
and tributaries. More than 
1,000 feet of ridgelines are 
generally removed for such 
crude mining operations. 
More than seven percent 
of the Appalachian forests 
have been clear-cut for such 
mining and sometimes little 

1872: the law that Keeps 
on giving
continued from page 13 
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…prominent natural  
resources attorney,  

John sterling Boyden… 
was able to first convince the 

Navajo and two years later 
the hopi to sign an agree-

ment that was clearly  
advantageous to Peabody.
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f anyone in the world commits genocide, the 
American government steps in, but I guess if 
you’re on American soil it’s okay.”

So says Linda Evers, who has witnessed the 
phenomenon firsthand. In four years, she has 

seen her committee, a group of 35 people in their 
40s and 50s, whittled down to just three healthy 
members. 

These are the post-’71 uranium miners, mill 
workers and transporters. People who worked 
in uranium mines before 1971 qualify for federal 
aid under the Radiation Exposure Compensation 
Act (RECA). Those who worked in the mines af-
ter 1971 do not qualify for this aid, though they 
are just as sick.

Evers is the vice president and legislative 
spokesperson for the Post ’71 Uranium Expo-
sure committee based in Grants, NM. The group 
is fighting for compensation under RECA. The 
committee started in 2007with 35 active mem-
bers. Since then, three have died and all but three 
are unable to participate because of severe health 
problems. The committee was formed after a 
town hall meeting. The group put together a sur-
vey focusing on post-’71 workers’ experiences and 
medical issues. This survey gathered information 
from 1,302 workers and had astounding results. 

“We found our results eye opening, to say the 
least,” Evers says. The survey showed that the 
majority of post-’71 workers, who started work 
right out of high school, also tended to get sick 
sooner and die faster than their pre-71 counter-
parts, who mostlystarted work later, in their 20s. 

The health difference between mine workers 
and the general population in the United States is 
steep. Only two percent of the sample described 
their health as “Excellent/Very Good” compared 
to forty-two percent of the general population. 
Eighty percent described their health as “Fair/
Poor” compared to nineteen percent of the gen-
eral population. The most common ailment is 
heart problems(49%), followed by eye, ear, nose 
and throat maladies, lung problems and brain 
conditions. Other ailments include problems 
with bones; muscles; joints; skin; kidneys; and 
the immune, digestive, and reproductive systems.

All in all, 72 percent of post-’71 workers have 
some kind of federally recognized uranium-
related medical condition. Fifty-nine percent of 
workers are either currently receiving medical 
treatment or have received treatment in the past, 
while 14 percent cannot afford medical treat-
ment. Six percent of the sample,69 individuals, 
are already deceased.

The group has lobbied numerous times in 
Washington, and bills were introduced in 2010. 
However, Evers is worried about the group’s lack 
of financialresources and how that will affect 
legislation.

“Our guys are in bad shape and it gets worse 
and worse because we’re getting to that age,” 
Evers says. “It’s very frustrating because those 
politicians were elected to work for us and it 
seems like all they’re interested in doing is lining 
their pockets. We don’t have the money to wine 
and dine politicians.”

Evers says she believes the government is 
“comfortable in their complacency of what 
industry tells them,” namely, that post-’71 min-
ing technology was safe and no one who worked 
in the mines after 1971 is sick. However, Evers 
says she would like to see the government do 
its own study so that they 
can discover the truth of 
the situation. “I would re-
ally like to see the govern-
ment do their own health 
impact study. I think that 
is the only way they will 
acknowledge that what we 
are telling them is the truth 
and what industry is telling 
them is a lie.” 

She would also like to see 
post-’71 workers included 
in the pre-’71 benefits 
package offered by the 
government, because many 
post-’71 workers are go-
ing to their grave without 
having the medical insur-
ance needed to take care 
of them. Many insurance 
companies will not accept 
claims in radiation-associ-
ated illnesses.

“We’re getting sick rap-
idly and we’re starting to 
drop like flies,” Evers says. 
“It’s so wrong that the gov-
ernment listens to industry 
instead of doing their own 
research.” 

Committee Co-chairman Cip Lucero has more 
than his fair share of health problems. He had 
his first of three heart attacks at the age of 38 
and suffers from pulmonary fibrosis, a single-cell 
tumor on his finger, kidney problems that led 
to a transplant in 2006, pancreas and gallblad-
der problems, congestive heart failure, sleep 
apnea and arthritis. As this story is being written, 
Lucero is having his leg amputated. Although 
the mining industry insists that post-’71 workers 
have no health problems, Lucero notes “practi-
cally everybody in town has health issues.” One 
of the most concerning issues for Lucero is the 
number of women who lose their babies at birth. 

real StorieS from the frontline
By Tina Deines
Communications Coordinator

continued on page 16
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The town has a high occurrence of reproduc-
tive ailments—30 percent of all female workers 
and 40 percent of all female spouses reported a 
miscarriage, still birth, and/or child with birth 
defects. Evers has had first-hand experience in 
dealing with birth defects. Like many post-’71 
workers, she started in the mines right out of 
high school in 1976. In 1979 she became preg-
nant—she says her employer assured her there 
was no risk to the baby. After her baby was born 
with birth defects, she returned to work in the 
mines. In 1980 Evers had her second child, 
who was also born with defects—she under-
went five major hip surgeries before the age of 
five and at 29 years old had a hip replacement 
surgery. Evers, who is now 41, also has health 
problems, including degenerative bone disease 
and arthritis.

“It’s really a pretty harsh reality at 41 to real-
ize you’re already at the tail-end of your life,” 
she says.

One of the most maddening memories for 
Evers was the lack of proper safety equipment 

and policies. When she was working in the 
1970s, Evers recalls, the company would put 
out new vent fans right before safety inspec-
tions—the fans would go back into storage right 
after the safety inspectors left. Half the time, 
however, safety inspectors did not even get out 
of their trucks, she says.

Both Evers and Lucero noted the lack of 
safety information given to workers over the 
years. For instance, both brought their work 
clothing home to wash along with their family’s 
clothing. According to the survey, 96 percent of 
workers said they were never instructed against 
laundering their work clothing at home. As a 
result, 95 percent laundered their work cloth-
ing with their family’s clothing. Lucero often 
brought leftovers from his lunch home for his 
children, which exposed them to radiation. 
One of his children now suffers from rheuma-
toid arthritis, and even his grandchildren have 
respiratory issues.

After mining ceased in the area, Evers says 
the companies washed their hands clean of the 
situation. “This town was destitute when the 
mines shut down,” she says. The area is still a 
Superfund site, with extensions until 2015. “It’s 
families, it’s land it’s water—it’s the whole pack-
age out here,” Evers says.

Now, however, the mining companies are 
coming back again, and both Lucero and Evers 
fear that the young people in the community 
will be drawn by the good pay these companies 
offer—the same incentive that once lured them 
into the mines.

“If I had known it was going to be like this I 
wouldn’t have taken the risk,” Lucero says.

Evers says this gives her more incentive to 
keep fighting, despite her deteriorating health. 
“Somebody has got to stand up for the young 
people because they’re oblivious.” 

While the post-’71 miners don’t know 
whether they will ever see equal treatment by 
RECA or whether the mining companies will 
be allowed to move back into their community, 
Evers is sure about one thing: “There is no safe 
way to do uranium mining.” 
More information:
http://www.post71exposure.org

“The air quality wasn’t very good. Never sent me to a 
doctor when I was over-exposed. Said fresh air would 
clean me out. Sounds foolish now when all us miners are 
getting lung and other cancers.”

“I didn’t know that I was harming my family’s lives by 
coming home in dirty unsafe clothes and even washing 
our clothes together. The company’s mistakes (have and) 
will cause family tragedy.”
 
“In 1980 I lost a child. It was born and then it died. In 
1984, the same thing (happened). I delivered the baby 
and that same day the baby passed away in my arms. 
With both, I was five months pregnant and worked un-
derground.”

“We never had formal safety meetings describing all the 
potential dangers we were being exposed to: Inhalation 
dangers, daily exposure to hi-grade uranium, inadequate 
ventilation, contaminated water and dangerous fumes.” 

public health impacts  
of mining
continued from page 15 
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“Moly” MineBy Claire Coté, 
NMWA Board of Directors

vIeWs AND NeWs

Chevron Questa

The landscape around Questa, Red 
River, and Taos, like many parts of the 
West, is marked by a cultural his-
tory of mining. When hiking, even in 

what are now protected Wilderness areas, it is 
not uncommon to come across prospecting pits, 
mine shafts, or old mining equipment. Many of 
these mines were built in fruitless search of silver 
or gold, and were abandoned within the first 
few years of discovery. This is not the case with 
the “Moly Mine,” a molybdenum mine which 
has become the largest mine in the Río Grande 
watershed. The mine is located off Highway 38 
in the Sangre de Cristo Mountains, four miles 
east of the Village of Questa and adjacent to the 
Red River, a waterway once identified as a blue-
ribbon fishery. In this article, the mine will be 
referred to by its colloquial title, “Moly Mine,” 
although its official title is now the Chevron Min-
ing Inc. – Questa Mine.

The Moly Mine has become part of the cultural 
and economic heritage and environmental legacy 
of the Village of Questa and surrounding areas. 
The mine has nearly a hundred years of history 
that reflects the transformation of the village of 
Questa from a primarily agricultural community 
into a mining town. Its complex and ironic story 
has many layers: cultural, economic, environ-
mental, political, corporate, and now federal, to 
name just a few. Recognizing this complexity is 
essential in addressing the environmental and 
economic challenges now 
facing the mine, the Village of 
Questa, and the other affected 
communities of Northern NM. 
On one hand, the mine has 
provided significant economic 
opportunities for local resi-
dents and funded infrastruc-
ture in the village of Questa, 
such as a local park, street-
lights, and a new solar array. 
On the other hand, the mine 
has polluted the Red River and 
local groundwater and posed 
potential health risks both 
to employees, through the 
dangers of daily mining opera-
tions, and to local residents, 
through exposure to mine-
related pollution of the sur-
rounding water, air and land. 
 
What is molybdenum and 
how is it used? 
The answer to this question 
illuminates another layer of 
complexity in this story. Mo-
lybdenum (Mo), or “moly,” is 
a “refractory metallic element 
used….as an alloying agent 

in steel, cast iron, and superalloys to enhance 
hardenability, strength, toughness, and wear and 
corrosion resistance…..” Through the simple 
acts of owning a car, cooking with cast iron or 
digging in my garden with gardening tools, I 
am reaping the benefits of molybdenum’s steel-
hardening characteristics. My lifestyle inherently 
creates a demand for these resources. As I enjoy 
the strength of my shovel and the usefulness of 
my car, I can’t help wondering-- did the mo-
lybdenum in these products come from “our” 
Moly Mine, from one of the three other major 
sources in the US, or from somewhere overseas?. 
In imagining its source, I wonder: how does that 
mine affect local people and their homeland?

Moly Mine timeline
In the mountains above the Red River, molybde-
num was discovered and claims were purchased 
in the early part of the 20th century. Small-scale 
mining operations began in 1919, and soon after 
were purchased by the Molybdenum Corporation 

[The mine’s] complex and ironic story has many layers:  
cultural, economic, environmental, political, corporate,  

and now federal, to name just a few.

continued on page 18

Chevron Mining Inc.—Questa Mine
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of America (MCA), thus beginning the corporate 
storyline of this tale. In 1964, what had been a 
small operation grew into a full-fledged open pit 
mine, which was in operation until 1983. The 
Molybdenum Corporation of America became 
Molycorp Inc. in 1974. In 1977, Molycorp Inc. 
became a wholly-owned subsidiary of Union Oil 
of California (UNOCAL), and was purchased 
by Chevron Corporation in 2005. The Moly 
Mine became the “Chevron Mining Inc. - Questa 
Mine” in 2007, when Pittsburg & Midway 
Mining Co. and Molycorp Inc. merged to form 
Chevron Mining Inc., a wholly-owned subsidiary 
of Chevron.

Mine Facts
The Moly Mine is an important economic force 
in the region and is the largest private employer 
in Taos County. Once employing over 750 
people, the mine now employs less than 200, ap-
proximately halffrom Questa and halffrom other 
Northern New Mexico and Southern Colorado 
towns. These are significant numbers for Taos 
County and the village of Questa in particular, 
which had a population of 1,864 according to 
the 2000 Census. Throughout the mine’s history, 
there have been temporary shutdowns and pe-
riods of big layoffs, most notably in 1986, when 
750 workers were left idle.

The Moly Mine and mill operations occupy ap-
proximately six square miles of mountain terrain, 
and include a series of waste rock dumps, an 
open pit, an underground mine subsidence area, 
a tailings facility, and other facilities, roads and 
features. Additional tailing-ponds and facilities 
are located west of the mine on approximately 
three square miles in the village of Questa, and 
are connected to the mine site by a tailing slurry 
pipeline approximately eleven miles long. “Block 
caving” is the primary technique currently used 
by miners and engineers at the Moly Mine, a 
method of extracting large, low-grade ore bod-
ies that can lead to problems with subsidence or 
groundwater contamination.

environmental impacts and  
Superfund Cleanup
The federal part of this story began when the 
Moly Mine became a Superfund site at the 
request of then- New Mexico Governor Gary 
Johnson on May 11, 2000. Just recently, in 
September 2011, the mine was placed on the 
EPA’s “National Priorities List” of Superfund sites. 
During the intervening 11-year period, investiga-
tions of site contamination were conducted and 
the long list of documents relating to a Super-
fund site were written and negotiations begun. 
In preparation for the cleanup, the EPA tested 
for 26 metals in and around Questa and the 
Molycorp mine site.  The contamination of water 
and air are the two main focuses at the Moly 
Mine Superfund site. The Moly Mine is required 
by New Mexico state agencies and by the EPA to 
operate and dispose of waste in accordance with 
the Clean Water Act of 1972, to prevent seep-
age into ground water, and to stop contaminated 
dust from blowing across the village. Regardless, 
contaminated dust blowing from evaporated 
tailings ponds has caused health problems for 
residents. Seepage from tailings ponds into the 

groundwater in the Questa area has contami-
nated wells, making them unsafe for domestic 
use and, in some cases, even for irrigation of 
crops and use for livestock. A statement from the 
Water Quality Control Commission reads, “For 
several miles at and below Molycorp, the sheer 
volume of steady-state metal-loaded drainage 
seeping out of mine waste dumps and old un-
derground workings overwhelms the [Red] river 
and has rendered it dead for at least eight miles.” 
Acid generating materials, acid mine drainage 
(AMD) and waste rock dumps are also of con-
cern. AMD is created through the disturbance 
or exposure of sulfide-bearing rocks through 
mining activities. According to the Mineral 
Policy Center, “Acid mine drainage (AMD) is the 
number one environmental problem facing the 
mining industry. AMD is virtually impossible to 
reverse with existing technology once it starts.” 
Another problematic hazard is the instability of 
the waste rock piles at the mine. 

red river restoration Group (r3Group)
The Red River Restoration Group (originally 
named Rio Colorado Reclamation Committee) 
was founded in 2002 to participate in the Su-
perfund process established for the Moly Mine. 
The R3Group is partially funded by a Technical 
Assistance Grant (TAG) from the Environmental 
Protection Agency to hire independent experts to 
help interpret and disseminate technical data and 
help the affected communities better understand 
the Superfund process. The group maintains an 
informative website and publishes newsletters to 
update affected communities about news related 
to the mine, the Superfund process and proceed-
ings with the cleanup.  The R3Group is working 
with the Village of Questa and local environ-
mental groups, and forming a strong coalition to 
develop and implement a plan of action for the 
restoration of the Red River. 

The R3Group is also involved in a collaborative 
educational initiative with the Questa Schools 
and the Questa Village Council. This new edu-
cational initiative, set to begin in the spring of 
2012, is designed to shape the Moly Mine rec-
lamation process into a positive economic force 
in the local community. The goal of the initiative 
is to develop an immersive, holistic curriculum 
reflecting the economics, physical sciences, his-
tory and math related to the Moly Mine. Given 
the choice, many parents would prefer that their 
kids avoid the dangers of mining, but they also 
want the next generation to be able to find gain-
ful employment in their hometown. By offering 
junior and senior high school students informa-
tion about education and career paths related 
to the mine clean-up project slated for the next 
30-40 years, the R3Group’s initiative prepares 
Questa high school graduates for job options in 
their hometown. Despite the dangers and risks 
the mine poses to the environment and human 
health, it is a part of the cultural heritage and 
pride of the area.. The new collaborative educa-
tion initiative will acknowledge and explore the 
heritage and history of the mine, while shaping 
the story for an ecologically brighter and eco-
nomically more stable future. 

To learn more about the Moly Mine Superfund 
process or to get involved with the Red River 
restoration efforts visit www.r3group.org. 

continued from page 17 
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ach morning when I step out of my home 
at the edge of the Otero Mesa, just a few 
miles south of the New Mexico state line 

in Hudspeth County, Texas, I take in the view: 
the Guadalupe Mountains to the east, Wind 
Mountain and the other peaks of the Cornudas 
Range to the north and, to the south, just visible 
on the horizon, Texas’ Sierra Blanca Range. 

Increasingly, my appreciation for this Chihua-
huan Desert landscape is heightened by a sense 
of its vulnerability. Two of the landmark forma-
tions here – Wind Mountain in New Mexico and 
the Sierra Blanca Range in Texas – are currently 
sites of exploratory drilling that could pave the 
way for major mining operations. In both cases, 
mining companies seek metals known as rare 
earth elements. Rare earths are, as one mining ex-
ecutive told me, the “vitamins of modern technol-
ogy,” essential for our iPods, laptops, electric-car 
batteries and military equipment. China presently 
produces almost all of the world’s rare earths, and 
North American companies, are scrambling to 
develop local sources of the metals. Enter Geovic 
Mining Corp and its pursuit of metals from Wind 
Mountain.

At 7,280 feet, Wind Mountain presides over 
the grassland sanctuary of Otero Mesa and is the 
highest point in the Cornudas Range, a cluster of 
volcanic forms that bear pictographic evidence 

of a locus of prehistoric Native American life. 
Geovic Mining Corp began exploratory drilling 
on the north slope of Wind Mountain in early 
August. In September, Geovic geologist Garrett 
Mitchell said the drilling was moving at a rate of 
about one hole every two weeks. Geovic paused 
in its work in late September and early October, 
but test drilling is expected to continue through 
the winter to create a total of 10 holes, each 
with a maximum depth of 200 feet. Initial tests, 
Mitchell said, confirm the presence of rare earths 
at the site.

The Texas project is moving forward with far 

greater speed and scope, and is focused now on 
Round Top Mountain, a 5,732-foot peak in the 
Sierra Blanca Range. As of November 8, Texas 
Rare Earth Resources, the company pursuing the 
project, said it had completed about 17,000 feet 
of test drilling in 48 holes. 

Most significantly, in recent months the com-
pany has indicated that it envisions a much more 
expansive project than its initial public state-
ments suggested, with operations that could ulti-
mately involve the removal or leveling of much of 
the Sierra Blanca Range. 

Texas Rare Earth Resources began exploratory 
drilling at Round Top in July, and shortly there-
after contracted a series of aerial surveys to map 
the rare-earth-bearing rock in the mountain 
range.

In an Aug. 19 interview, Marc LeVier, Texas 
Rare Earth Resources’ CEO (and a former execu-
tive with Newmont Mining, one of the world’s 
leading gold producers), said the “aeromagnetic” 
surveys revealed that the host rock extends be-
yond Round Top Mountain to include the range’s 
three other major peaks – Sierra Blanca (6,891 
feet), Little Sierra Blanca (6,178 feet) and Little 
Round Top (5,466 feet), as well as the valleys 
within the range. LeVier said then the company 
would likely seek to expand its exploratory drill-

rAre eArTh MININg 
Separating the Goats 
from the Sheep

e
By Drew stuart, hudspeth County, Tx

continued on page 20
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ing to those areas “relatively soon.”
In early November, it received permission to 

do just that. Texas Rare Earth holds a 20-year 
lease with the Texas General Land Office for 
about 860 acres on Round Top Mountain, as well 
as prospecting permits on an additional 10,000 
acres of state-owned land in the Sierra Blanca 
Range. The GLO has now approved a second 
phase of exploratory activity, which is likely to 
include at least 20,000 feet of new drilling, with 
40 holes or more. The exact locations targeted 
for the new drilling could not be determined by 
the deadline for this article. 

Geovic says the rare earths it seeks appear to be 
concentrated in a band around the base of Wind 
Mountain. Geovic’s CEO, William Buckovic, says 
that a production mine could involve tunneling 
underneath the mountain to extract the ore from 
within – or it could involve an open pit. Initially, 
the pit would be the size of a football field, but 
it could move around to circle the base of the 
mountain. That possibility alone is more than 
what most local residents can stand to consider.

Across the state line, Texas Rare Earth Resourc-
es describes a different outlook. In the Sierra 
Blanca Mountains, rare earths appear to exist in 
low concentrations, but to be spread throughout 
the rock. “Finely disseminated” and “uniformly 
mineralized” are the words the company uses. A 
production mine, which the company hopes to 
have in operation by 2015, would involve the 

leveling of mountains from the top down.
In our interview, LeVier confirmed that that 

was how a mining operation would proceed. 
“If you said the entire mountain was mineral-
ized and there was a commercial demand for 
the product, that would be the way you’d do 
it,” LeVier said, referring to the removal of the 
mountains.

Quite apart from the radical modification 
of our county’s topography, the concentration 
and processing of the ore – which would likely 
take place near the mine – raises concerns. The 
processing of rare earth ore has a checkered his-
tory across the world, even with the US. At the 
Mountain Pass Mine in California, which once 
produced most of the world’s rare earths, more 
than 600,000 gallons of toxic and radioactive 
fluid were released into the nearby desert in the 
1990s. LeVier says that his company’s technolo-
gies would never allow for such an event. It’s 
sobering, however, to consider what an accident 
at a processing facility could mean, particularly 
for the community of Sierra Blanca, which lies a 
dozen miles from the proposed mine site. 

The week that I sat down to write this article, I 
learned that two well-connected Austin lawyers 
had met with local officials to explore the possi-
bility of Hudspeth County becoming the reposi-
tory for all of the nation’s spent nuclear fuel and 
other high-level radioactive waste – the materials 
that were destined for Yucca Mountain, Nevada, 
before that project was killed. Officials with the 
GLO, the lawyers said, had recommended they 
consider Hudspeth County for the project. 

Whether the project is mountain-removal min-
ing or radioactive waste, one is moved to con-
sider whether Hudspeth County is being targeted 
because of its almost complete lack of political 
influence, the perception that its residents are 
unsophisticated or “backwards,” or its poverty – 
Hudspeth County being one of the poorest coun-
ties in the state and well-ensconced at the bottom 
rung in the country. This situation reminds one 
of a teaching from the Gospel: “Whatsoever you 
did to the least of these, you did to me.” Those of 
us here – living under crystal blue skies amidst 
desert, grasslands and mountains, with breath-
taking views of Rio Grande canyons and Texas’ 
highest peaks – might not consider ourselves, or 
our home, the least of anything. But those who 
do devalue our county and its residents should 
remember that if there is a yardstick for judging 
societies and individuals, it’s not by how they 
treat people who are powerful, popular or widely 
esteemed, but by how they treat those they see as 
worthless. Matthew 25:31-46 asks for us: When 
I was hungry, did you feed me? The bargain of-
fered by these companies – that in exchange for 
losing our landscape and living with the risks of 
radioactive waste, we’ll gain a few jobs and pay 
for new technology in our schools – seems like 
answering that question: “yes, I fed you – with 
rotten vegetables and spoiled meat.” 

rare earth mining
continued from page 20 
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Wind Mountain, Otero Mesa

geovic says the rare earths it seeks appear to be concentrated 
in a band around the base of Wind Mountain… 

…It could involve an open pit. Initially, the pit would be the 
size of a football field, but it could move around to circle  

the base of the mountain.
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the town of Silver City was 
founded in 1870 when pros-
pectors discovered silver 

ore at Chloride Flats in the hills 
nearby. Unlike many other mining 
communities founded in the late 
nineteenth century, Silver City was 
not destined to become a ghost 
town;mining activity in the area 
continues today. Grant County is 
home to three active copper mines: 
Freeport-McMoRan’s Chino, Co-
bre, and Tyrone mines. These are 
some of the largest open pit copper 
mines in the United States and 
the world. One hundred and forty 
years of mining has provided sig-
nificant economic development to 
the region, but has also impacted 
the area’s groundwater, surface wa-
ter, ecosystems, and wildlife. Today, 
citizens are partnering with non-
profits and government agencies to 
address the environmental impacts 
of historical mining through water 
quality monitoring, education and 
outreach, and cleanup of legacy 
mine sites. 

In addition to active mines, at 
least 15 legacy mine sites (sites 
shut down before 1977) exist in 
the 19-square mile Silver City 
watershed. There have been EPA 
cleanups at the most contaminated 
sites, but many legacy mine sites 
have been ignored by govern-
ment agencies and residents alike. 
However, that is not the case for 
the San Vicente Tailings. This site 
is what remains from decades of 
ore processing at a mill called the 
Silver City Reduction Works that 
operated from the late 1800s until 
around 1940. Containing arsenic, 
lead, copper, iron and manganese, 
the rust-colored tailings pile has 
leached heavy metals into adjacent 

San Vicente Creek, the main drain-
age in the Silver City watershed. 
San Vicente Creek is a source of 
recharge for the aquifer Silver City 
uses for drinking water. Although 
two emergency actions have been 
conducted by EPA at the site to 
control contamination, heavy 
monsoon rains in recent summers 
caused the tailings to wash into a 
ditch, through a culvert and into 
San Vicente Creek. In addition to 
contaminating surface and ground-
water, the San Vicente Tailings also 
pose an obstacle to the commu-
nity’s redevelopment of the San 
Vicente River Walk, a greenway that 
links downtown Silver City with the 
golf course and other key destina-
tions for recreational use.

In response to the pollution 
impacts from legacy mine sites, 
such as the San Vicente Tailings 
and non-point sources, citizens and 
organizations have joined forces 
with local and state government 

to take an active role in improving 
the health of San Vicente Creek and 
the Silver City watershed through 
citizens’ water quality monitoring, 
trail building, trash removal, and 
clean-up of legacy mine sites. 

Gila Resources Information 
Project (GRIP), a non-profit environ-
mental organization based in Silver 
City, launched a volunteer water 
monitoring group called the Silver 
City Watershed Keepers (SCWK) 
in summer of 2010. The SCWK, in 
collaboration with the New Mexico 
Environment Department, meet 
quarterly to monitor the health of 
San Vicente Creek. At the same 
time, the monitoring program 
teaches volunteers about envi-
ronmental issues related to water 
and fosters scientific literacy. This 
project began in response to public 
concern over leaching of contami-
nants from the San Vicente Tailings. 
The SCWK have raised awareness 
about the tailings pile and are also 

collecting valuable water quality 
data, such as pH, conductivity, and 
dissolved oxygen, to help track the 
health of San Vicente Creek. The 
SCWK currently consist of thirty 
volunteers, and the group plans to 
apply their monitoring model to 
other waterways within the wa-
tershed potentially impacted by 
legacy mine sites. 

Consisting of local organizations 
and community members, the 
Grant County Trails Group has been 
working to develop the Silver City 
River Walk. A major hindrance in 
this process has been the inability 
to acquire the land directly down-
stream of the tailings pile for public 
use, due to liability issues. The 
River Walk trail is important to the 
group and community since it pro-
vides opportunities for recreation , 
outdoor education, and economic 
development. Youth Conservation 
Corps members and interested 
citizens work on the trails and pick 
up trash. Many local schools par-
ticipate in outdoor education days 
along the creek. 

Clean up and reclamation of the 
San Vicente Tailings site may soon 
be realized as part of a groundwa-
ter restoration plan developed by 
the Office of the Natural Resources 
Trustee. This is likely a one-time 
opportunity for cleanup of the site, 
and community collaboration has 
ensured that this project is a prior-
ity in the draft restoration plan. 
Through citizen science, partner-
ship development, and plenty of 
outreach and education, the com-
munity has shown that it can  
work together to address the im-
pacts of legacy mines and improve 
the health of the Silver City  
watershed.  

By Dan hintz, 
AmeriCorps osM/vIsTA 
with gila resources 
Information Project

Community Collaborations Address the Impacts of

lEGacy MInEs
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it’s bad enough that our country continues to 
operate under archaic laws such as the Gen-
eral Mining Law of 1872, but it gets worse 
if you look a little closer and find that the 

management structure put in place for hardrock 
mining has an abysmal track record.   

Historically, the mining of hardrock minerals 
such as gold, lead, copper, silver, and uranium 
created economic incentive for exploring and 
settling the American West. However, when 
the ore was depleted, miners often left behind 
a legacy of abandoned mines and structures, 
contaminated land and water, and other safety 
hazards. Even in more recent times, since clean-
up became mandatory, many parties responsible 
for hardrock mining sites have been liquidated 
through bankruptcy or otherwise dissolved. Un-
der such circumstances, mining companies have 
left the burden of cleanup to the taxpayer.  

In 2004, the Environmental Protection 
Agency’s Office of Inspector General placed 63 
hardrock mining sites on their National Priori-
ties List, which would cost up to $7.8 billion to 
clean up. $2.4 billion of this cost was expected 
to be borne by taxpayers, rather than the par-
ties responsible for the contamination. Two years 
later, the U.S. Government Accountability Office 
(GAO) testified that without mandated financial 

assurances, there is increasing risk 
that the American taxpayer will 
eventually have to assume finan-
cial responsibility for the entire 
cleanup cost.  

Given that agencies like the 
Bureau of Land Management and 
Forest Service have a key respon-
sibility to ensure mining compa-
nies provide adequate financial 
assurances for cleanup based on 
sound reclamation plans and cost 
estimates, it is disturbing that the 
American public is still faced with 
cleanup after mining companies 
pull up stake and leave town.  

The GAO estimates at least 
161,000 abandoned hardrock 
mine sites exist in the 12 west-
ern states and Alaska, and that at 
least 33,000 of these mines had 
degraded the environment by 

contaminating surface water and groundwater. It 
is shocking to find out that the Bureau of Land 
Management, U.S. Forest Service, and the U.S. 
Geological Survey either do not routinely col-
lect or do not consistently maintain data on the 
amount of hardrock minerals being produced on 
federal land.  

The problem remains that mining companies 
operating on BLM land have provided inad-
equate financial assurances to cover estimated 
reclamation costs should they fail to perform the 
required reclamation. In June 2005, the GAO 
reported on current hardrock operations on BLM 
land that did not have financial assurances, and 
that some actually had no or outdated reclama-
tion plans and/or cost estimates.  

The Office of the Inspector General for EPA 
acknowledges that mining causes significant en-
vironmental problems, and highlighted the fact 
that the projected operation and maintenance 
period for cleanup remedies ranges from 40 
years to “in perpetuity.” 

When I think of “in perpetuity” I think of 
Wilderness – not endless cleanup remedies at a 
mining site. It is beyond time for Congress to re-
form the 1872 Mining Law, because this attitude 
of abandonment is not one that we can live with 
forever. 

An Attitude of 
abaNdoNMeNT

By Nathan Newcomer,
Associate Director 
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NOW CeLeBrAtiNG their 50th AN-
NiverSArY, the COMBiNeD FeDerAL 
CAMPAiGN (CFC) allows charitable or-
ganizations to solicit contributions from 
employees of the Federal Government 
of the United States.

The Combined Federal Campaign 
(CFC) is the world’s largest and most 
successful annual workplace charity 
campaign. Pledges made by employ-
ees, through their paychecks support 
tax-exempt charities determined by the 
IRS code 501(c)3. Charities that apply 
to receive funds through the CFC are 
required to submit to extensive review 

of their financial and governance prac-
tices prior to acceptance. This eligibility 
review has helped set standards for par-
ticipation in giving. Of the one million 
charities operating in the United States 
today, it is estimated that fewer than 
50,000, or 5%, meet or exceed these 
standards, New Mexico Wilderness Alli-
ance is proud to be one of them.  

If you are eligible and interested in 
supporting New Mexico Wilderness Al-
liance through the Central & Northern 
New Mexico Combined Federal Cam-
paign, New Mexico Wilderness Alli-
ance’s  Charity ID Number is 90043.

New Mexico Wilderness 
Alliance is Proud to  
Participate in the  
Central & Northern  
New Mexico Combined 
Federal Campaign

of the forest are removed before large-scale 
blasting of the mountains begins.

Former Deputy Secretary at the Depart-
ment of the Interior, Stephen Griles, played 
an important role in shifting the agency away 
from environmental study to his personal 
goal of “centralizing and streamlining coal-
mining permitting.” Bush appointed Griles to 
this sensitive position, despite the fact he had 
previously been a lobbyist for the National 
Mining Association. A close associate of Jack 

Abramoff, Griles was sentenced in 2008 for 
obstruction of justice.

The legacy of mining can be found the world 
over, from the diamond miners of South Af-
rica, to the stories of trapped miners in the 
Soviet Union, Chili, China and of course here 
in the United States. Their personal stories 
of mine explosions or collapse define claus-
trophobic nightmares. The stories remain the 
same, good paying jobs in depressed com-
munities or countries. Yet the consequences 

from mountain top removal in Appalachia; 
the pouring of cyanide across the west; the 
suffocating of rivers and the consistent air of 
corruption, makes legislation like the 1872 
Mining Law still viable in this the 21st century. 
While mining should be evanescent, it contin-
ues to see record prices and profit. 

It remains criminal that congress treats the 
exploitation of our natural heritage with such 
an insouciance attitude. Yet, today we continue 
to demand that such an antiquated law be re-

moved from the books, and that these compa-
nies be forced to compete on the playing field 
of 2012. That they pay royalties and their fair 
share for any lands they wish to profit from.

I often have wondered the phrenology of 
those that profit from poisoning the earth. It 
must be a far different shape than those that 
wish to protect such a gift. Like many issues 
we fight for, success is measured in geological 
time. Tax breaks for the oil and gas industry 
and for mining companies; they come quickly. 

Compensation for miners and the changing of 
laws like the Mining Act of 1872, often take 
generations. That is the power of mythology, 
and sadly the power of greed.

Our mission, as always is to demand justice. 
Justice for miners, for taxpayers and for the 
lands, rivers, aquifers and wildlife that are sac-
rificed to uphold an outdated image of Amer-
ica; one of lands waiting to be settled, rather 
than the present reality of lands in dire need of 
preservation. 

1872: the law that Keeps 
on giving
continued from page 14 

New Mexico wilderNess, coMMuNity aNd the 1872 MiNiNg law

The latest push comes from geovic Mining Corporation. 
geovic has a shady history with the government of  

Cameroon. Their goal is to lure unsuspecting investors…
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I n the last issue of NMWild, we highlight-
ed Congressman Pearce’s dangerous and 
radical vendetta against public lands and 
environmental causes. For months now, 

Mr. Pearce has been rallying local communities 
with calls to “take back” public lands from the 
federal government. These have often contained 
thinly-veiled appeals to violate federal laws and 
regulations, including telling local law enforce-
ment they should not enforce rules on Forest 
Service lands. At publicity events, the Congress-
man has come close to violating the law himself.

 Pearce’s inflammatory rhetoric seems to have 
struck a chord with many of his district’s local 
politicians. Shortly after a Pearce rally in August 
at which Catron County commissioners were 
reportedly present, several commissioners made 
the decision to bulldoze through a Forest Ser-
vice roadless area near Reserve. On August 11th, 
2011, they drove a bulldozer over thirteen miles 
in a remote river valley, crossing the San Fran-
cisco River a whopping forty seven times by the 
Forest Service’s count. The bulldozer was driven 
through a designated critical habitat area for a 
threatened species listed under the Endangered 

Species Act (the loach minnow) with the ex-
plicit consent and in the presence of the Catron 
County Sherriff. 

 Catron County may have violated a variety 
of laws, including trespass (both on federal 
land and private land), the Endangered Species 
Act (by causing damage in a designated Criti-
cal Habitat area), and the Clean Water Act (by 
pushing dredged material into the San Francisco 
River). All of these come with steep penalties if 
Catron County is found liable.

 Yes, Catron County trespassed on private land, 
though private property rights are supposedly 
sacred to the very people who committed these 
acts. There are no records of requests by the af-
fected landowners for the bulldozing, and some 
landowners are upset that it occurred on their 
property. It appears the officials of Catron Coun-
ty violated private property rights in the same 
way they defaced federal land. Neither the Forest 
Service nor the private landowners were notified 
that the bulldozing was planned. 

 When questioned by various federal agencies 
and environmental groups about the trespass, 
Catron County officials claimed the area falls un-

der an obsolete law called RS 
2477, which allows a county 
to claim jurisdiction over 
a route on federal land if it 
can show that the route has 
been continually maintained 
by the County since before 
1976, when the RS 2477 rule 
was replaced by the Federal 
Land Policy and Management 
Act. Catron County has no 
such evidence and has never 
attempted to legally estab-
lish this claim, which must 
be done in court. Since the 
Forest Service has given the 
county documents showing 
the right of way was ceded 
to the federal government 
seventy years ago, the Coun-
ty must realize they would 
never win a legal battle, and 
instead have resorted to force 
to take matters into their 
own hands.

 Catron County Commis-
sioner Hugh B. McKeen stat-
ed that the track has not been 
maintained by the County 
for many years, though 
continued maintenance and 
a “clear historical record” of 
local jurisdiction is a specific 

ConGressman PearCe enCouraGes 

froM The legAl rooM BY JuDY CAlMAN, sTAff ATTorNeY

Radical agenda
shortly after a Pearce rally 
in August at which Catron 

County commissioners were 
reportedly present, several 
commissioners made the  

decision to bulldoze through 
a forest service roadless  

area near reserve.
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It’s that time of year again 

when the New Mexico 

Wilderness Alliance holds 

our annual Board of Directors 

election. To save time, 

money and paper, we are 

transitioning to an online 

voting system. If you are a 

member in good standing 

with the organization then 

you will be able to vote 

in this year’s election and 

you will receive an email 

notification from us in early 

February 2012 announcing 

the nominees. 

If you would still prefer to 

vote my mail-in ballot you 

must notify the New Mexico 

Wilderness  Alliance in 

writing that you intend to still 

vote through the mail. If you 

do not notify the organization 

then you will be automatically 

opted in to the online voting 

system. 

voting will begin on 

February 3rd, 2012 and end 

on March 16th, 2012.

New Mexico 
Wilderness  
Alliance’s 
Board elections 
transition to  
Online System

requirement for the County to assert a claim 
under RS 2477. He also claims that material was 
pushed away from the stream, but documenta-
tion shows the material was actually pushed into 
the river.

 As noted, the County claims that local land-
owners asked them to “maintain” the road but 
no record exists of any such requests. There is 
an ongoing investigation by federal agencies into 
the damage caused by the bulldozing. The irony 
of this situation is that the County could be fined 
for the illegal actions of those who say the federal 
government costs landowners too much. If that 
happens, the County will surely pass the cost 
onto taxpayers and landowners. 

 If all of this weren’t enough, the commis-
sioners claim people can now “enjoy the forest” 
by driving through it on the track they “main-
tained.” But this “maintenance” has already been 
washed out by floods, and to access the track 
one would have to trespass across private land. 
Mr. McKeen notes the extreme difficulty County 
officials had negotiating the “road” just one 
week after the bulldozing. All of it was for noth-
ing, unless you count publicity for those who 
say the federal government shouldn’t manage 
public land.

 Mr. Pearce has distanced himself slightly from 
the Catron County issue, but still resolutely 
defends his radical viewpoint, which at the 
very least bolstered the County’s resolve. While 
federal agencies have stated their opposition to 
the County’s actions, and the Army Corps of 
Engineers have sent a cease-and-desist letter to 
the County, no damages have yet been assessed. 
So far, Catron County remains penalty-free. Mr. 
McKeen has asked how it is possible that gov-
ernment agencies can do illicit things and never 
be held accountable. We ask the same question. 
How is it that Catron County or the officials 
who committed this act have not been held ac-
countable?

 We fervently hope that the federal agencies 
responsible for managing and protecting these 
lands refuse to allow this sort of activity to 
continue. Chaos erupts when land seizure is at-
tempted by groups who lack the experience and 
resources necessary to manage land in a sustain-
able and reasonable way, causing serious damage 
to the environment. The New Mexico Wilderness 
Alliance has sent letters outlining our concern 
to all federal agencies involved, as well as New 
Mexico’s Congressional delegation, and we will 
continue to follow this situation. 

Chaos erupts when land seizure is attempted by groups who 
lack the experience and resources necessary to manage land 
in a sustainable and reasonable way, causing serious damage 

to the environment.
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ongressman Steve Pearce has been 
busy since our last issue of NMWild, 
in which we published an article out-
lining his campaign against public 
lands (See “Public Enemy #1,” NM-

Wild Summer 2011). While he has never been 
a friend of the environmental movement, Mr. 
Pearce has ramped up his opposition to earth-
friendly causes since the rise of the Tea Party 
in southern New Mexico, and with his appoint-
ment of anti-environment lobbyist Todd Willens 
as his Chief of Staff.   

There is some evidence that federal agencies 
have been bending to either direct or indirect 
pressure from Congressman Pearce, though 
these same agencies are targets of Pearce’s anti-
federal rhetoric.   

In September, Mr. Pearce helped organize a 
“thinning” event in the Lincoln National Forest, 
which is under the jurisdiction of the Forest Ser-
vice.  This event was planned as a demonstra-
tion of the Forest Service’s supposed inability to 
regulate and manage its lands for fire; the idea 

was to let the local community take over the job 
by entering federal land and chopping down 
trees.  Without a permit from the Forest Service, 
this action would have violated several federal 
laws, including trespass and the National Envi-
ronmental Policy Act (NEPA).  Mr. Pearce initially 
stated that he was willing to proceed with the 
event without a permit, essentially expressing 
his intent to violate federal law. At one point, 
the Otero County Sheriff even threatened to 
arrest any Forest Service employee on federal 
land who tried to interfere with the tree cutting.  
Shockingly, despite these threats and the obvi-
ous disregard for federal authority displayed by 
both Mr. Pearce and Otero County, the Forest 
Service agreed to issue a permit for the event at 
the last minute, rolling the required analysis un-
der NEPA into another, already-finished environ-
mental assessment.  One acre of National Forest 
land was logged at the event. 

Mr. Pearce also organized rallies and town-hall 
meetings in opposition to the US Fish and Wild-
life Service’s proposal to place the Dunes Sage-

brush Lizard on the Endangered Species List.  
Despite overwhelming scientific evidence that 
the lizard is gravely imperiled, as well as proof 
that oil and gas activity would barely be impact-
ed by its listing, industry representatives backed 
resolutely by the Congressman falsely stated 
that listing the lizard would have disastrous 
consequences for Southeastern New Mexico’s 
economy. Their hyperbole caused undue panic 
in local communities. 

Sadly, the Fish and Wildlife Service an-
nounced on December 1 that it will delay a deci-
sion on placing the Dunes Sagebrush Lizard on 
the Endangered Species List for an additional 
six months past the original December 14th 
deadline. While the lizard undoubtedly deserves 
federal protection, it will unfortunately remain 
at risk for the foreseeable future. 

The Congressman has been unwavering in 
his opposition to environmental protection.  The 
New Mexico Wilderness Alliance does not often 
meet with Mr. Pearce, but at our last meeting in 
mid-2011 he emphatically stated that he would 
never vote for any legislation designed to pro-
tect New Mexico’s public lands.  He may claim 
to be proud of New Mexico’s open spaces, but 
he has promised not to let the federal govern-
ment protect them on his watch.  There is no 
doubt that countless acres of land have been 
protected through federal environmental laws. 
If Mr. Pearce was really concerned about open 
spaces, he would be pledging to expand federal 
protection. 

Federal agencies manage land in accordance 
with federal laws duly passed by both houses 
of Congress. It is not the place of a single politi-
cian to be involved in agency decisions in the 
way Pearce has attempted. It is completely 
inappropriate for Mr. Pearce to try to influence 
agency rulemaking through fear-mongering and 
spreading false information to undermine agen-
cies charged with making decisions based on 
the best science available.  Further, Mr. Pearce 
has appeared willing to disregard federal laws, 
which is potentially a breach of his Oath of Of-
fice and his duties as a Unites States Congress-
man.  Other politicians have been formally 
censured by the Congress for smaller transgres-
sions.  We hope the Congressman realizes his 
mistakes in time to rectify some of the damage 
his behavior has caused. 

PubLIC enemy
no. 1
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It is 30 degrees below zero in the Lamar 
Valley of Yellowstone National Park. 
Crystals of delicate ice drift gently—
golden and shimmering across a sea of 
white. It is quiet as snow. My eyes are 

watering from the bright rays of sunlight and my 
heart knocks loudly in my chest. I don’t want to 
speak because I might jinx it. Will today be the 
day I see a wolf in the wild for the first time?

 It had been 21 years since I was an intern for 
the Wolf Recovery Foundation in Boise, Idaho. 
My assignment was to give presentations to 
groups about the idea of a wolf reintroduction 
program in central Idaho and Yellowstone. It 
was 1989, and there were no resident wolves in 
Yellowstone. In fact wolves had not lived in Yel-
lowstone since 1926 when the last reported wolf 
was killed in the park. Government-sponsored 
predator control programs initiated in the 1880s 
resulted in the near extermination of wolves from 
the Lower 48, including Yellowstone National 
Park. Wolves were trapped, shot from planes and 
snowmobiles, and hunted with dogs. Animal 
carcasses salted with strychnine were left out 
for wolves to eat. This practice killed millions of 
wolves and also eagles ravens, foxes, bears, and 
other animals. And there I was—the bright-eyed 
daughter of a compassionate rancher who wel-
comed any wild creature to take refuge on our 
land—catapulted into the war on wolves.

 I was naïve and quickly experienced the full 
shock of emotions that arise out of conversations 
about wolves. At the time, I wondered when we 
broke an ancient promise with the wolf—so I 
began to read. That bitter history and fight to 
completely exterminate this symbol of the wild 
hit me hard, cracked me open, and recalibrated 
my internal compass in a way that changed my 
life’s direction. I’ve learned and continue to learn 
that the desire for wildness is a powerful force. 
And places that are truly wild can have a power-
ful affect on us. 

 And how many places are more wild than Yel-
lowstone? It is home to the largest concentration 
of wildlife in the lower 48 states, and is impor-
tant habitat for several endangered, threatened, 
and declining species. Yellowstone is the world’s 
first national park—a unique world of vast plains 
and endless forests defended on all sides by 
towering mountains, home to America’s last great 
bison herds, the grizzly bear and the wolf. 

 And thanks to that controversial but very suc-
cessful plan for reintroduction that was officially 
unveiled in 1982, the first wolves were released 
back into Yellowstone in 1995—after an absence 
of nearly 70 years. Today, nearly 100 wolves are 
living in Yellowstone and are now the indicator 
species for the wildness and biodiversity of the 
greater ecosystem. 

 When wolves moved back into Yellowstone 
tremendous changes took place. There is a ripple 

down affect that happens when keystone preda-
tors take their place back on top of the food 
chain. With wolves back in their rightful place, 
the problem of too many elk was reduced—thus 
allowing an increase in new growth vegetation 
such as aspens and willow trees. With the return 
of riparian vegetation, both moose and beaver 
could move back into picture. This landscape 
teaches us how keystone predators can drive a 
system towards complexity. It is a model that we 
can study both in terms of ecology and politics as 
we continue to work on a vision for New Mexi-
co’s wild landscape. 

 So when Meredith Taylor, an expert guide 
and naturalist, approached us with the offer of 
leading a trip to Yellowstone, we knew that we 
should bring this gift to our members. Because 
it is not only an offer to view wolves, otter, bear, 
bighorn sheep and bison—it is an invitation to 
be a part of this big vision for New Mexico—the 
vision of a landscape brimming with biodiversity 
and complexity and healthy and thriving popula-
tions of Mexican wolves. 

 Back in the Lamar Valley, our guide Meredith 
spots a biologist she knows with a high-powered 
scope out viewing something on a ridge. Our 
group quietly assembles outside of our van. You 

can see our collective breathing—an assembly 
of fog—as we connect with our excited eyes and 
quiet whispers. What is it? What’s happening 
on that ridge? We stand almost still as Meredith 
speaks to the biologist then high-tails it for her 
scope. 

 We stare with binoculars and our naked eyes 
up the ridge—and there she is—a graceful soli-
tary figure moving forward, then stopping, and 
moving back again. I look into the scope and 
see her clearly for the first time—a yearling wolf 
raising her head to howl—but no sound. I try 
to process in my mind if she is real. I can’t hear 
howls, but I can see her pacing. She is calling 
for her pack who has moved across a road that 
she will never cross. The biologist comforts us. 
“They will come back for her. They always do.” 
She howled for her pack until she lost her voice. 
In this moment all my connections fired into 
place. Things I had learned about wolf dynamics 
were true. Wolves are social animals that live in 
families just like we do. They cry out when they 
are left behind. They mourn the loss of compan-
ionship and they worry. 

 So there she was, that young wolf—a vision 
of restored hope. And my personal journey with 
wolves that began over 20 years ago had come 

By Demis foster, Community Partnership Director
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J
ewelry, collage, and assemblage artist Ginny Wolf has created a 
unique studio and gallery in the Arts District of historic Silver City.  
Since the early 1980s, this nomad has traveled the art show circuit, 

selling her jewelry throughout the U.S. and Europe.  But it was the call 
of the wild Gila and the rich Hispanic and Native American heritage of 
this region that kept sparking her creative spirit and calling her back 
to  New Mexico.  In 2009, the Ginny Wolf Studio & Gallery came to 
life on Yankie Street.  The gallery’s hallmark is well-crafted, functional 
fine art that is affordable for everyone; its premise, that art is simply an 
integral part of life. Many of the pieces have been created by local art-
ists.  Featuring  pottery, paintings, jewelry, wooden bowls, masks, fresh 
organic perfumes and body sprays (an ancient art form), and spiritual-
ly-inspired works of art, this gallery for the senses is full of delightful 
creations that children and adults are welcome to touch and smell.

Compelled to create since her teens, Ginny incorporates her love 
of nature and deep respect for cultural differences in her high quality 
stone, metal, and beaded jewelry.  She designs one-of-a-kind keep-
sakes—earrings, pendants, bracelets, and necklaces—with colors and 
textures inspired by the natural world and multicultural influences of 
the Southwest and Asia.  Beautifully crafted rosaries and malas (Bud-
dhist prayer beads) can be found among her works.  This is jewelry 
designed without borders.

As evidenced  by  Ginny’s artwork and gallery, this artist, businessper-
son, and Silver City resident of 15 years celebrates the biological and 
cultural diversity of the Gila region.  In her words, “We need wildlife 
like wolves, bears, and coyotes for the balance of nature, spiritual 
renewal, and creative inspiration.  We also need ranchers, farmers, 
rednecks, hippies, bikers, and artists for a balanced culture. The key to 
finding common ground is communication, taking the time to under-
stand and respect each other.”  Ginny has a strong sense of community.  
Her gallery parties and openings are welcoming, comfortable events for 
all to attend.   

     
Ginny Wolf Studio & Gallery, 108 W. Yankie Street, Silver City, NM 
88061  Phone: (575) 313-5709
Gallery Hours: Open daily 11:00-4:00, closed Sunday & Wednesday  
http://ginnywolf.wordpress.com/2011/10/

full circle. My dream of seeing a wolf in the wild of Yellowstone had come 
true. And the most profound and intimate part of this moment was that it 
was shared with others also experiencing it for the first time.  

 After the initial excitement of that first wolf sighting, we also saw 
moose, coyotes, foxes, pine martens, river otters, bighorn sheep, birds, 
elk and bison. We also saw more wolves. This time they were closer and 
in full view. We watched the entire Blacktail pack lounging and playing 
together before heading closely towards a nervous herd of bison and then 
making their way down the backside of the ridge. 

 A few days into our trip to Yellowstone, I noticed a change in our 
group. We stopped worrying about the mechanics of our snowshoes or 
what time it was. We were more relaxed and focused on the moment. 
Every night at dinner we would excitedly add animals to our “species list” 
and talk about everything we encountered that day. We became more ad-
venturous. Some of us even walked out across ice and slippery rocks for a 
soak in the Boiling River. We were living in the moment, and by doing so, 
became more connected to wildness and each other. 

 On the last day, we were told that the young female was re-united with 
her pack and with that happy news, we took the old road out of Yellow-
stone towards the river and up to Montana. A heavy snow was falling and 
we watched bison swinging their massive heads in an ancient ritual to find 
grass buried beneath deep drifts of snow. I felt perfectly content in that 
moment. This is the gift of spending time in wilderness. Time falls away. 
It frees us from our everyday lives. It awakens our instincts and sharpens 
our senses. 

 Our intention in offering a trip to Yellowstone is to give people an 
experience of a lifetime while energizing and inspiring them to keep the 
dream for a wild New Mexico alive—the dream of one day knowing that 
places like the wild Gila could be like Yellowstone—a thriving and diverse 
landscape—protected and revered for all that is truly wild. 

a MUlTIcUlTURal sTUdIO 
and GallERy
for the senses
By Kim McCreery, Ph.D.
regional Director/staff scientist

Yellowstone Winter Wildlife trip  —
February 20-25, 2012
  
Join NM Wild and taylor outfitters for a six-day/five-night 
winter wildlife watch and cross-country ski/snowshoe trip of Yel-
lowstone. While spending two nights at Mammoth Hot Springs 
Hotel, the group will travel along the Northern Range and Lamar 
Valley to look for wolf packs as they hunt their prey in full view 
from the roadside or from ski trails. During the day there will be a 
cross-country ski/snowshoe tour of park trails. The group will also 
travel by snow coach to the heart of Yellowstone National Park 
and Old Faithful where we will spend two nights at the beautiful 
Old Faithful Snow Lodge. On the last day we will take the snow 
coach back to Mammoth and drive down the Paradise Valley 
to Chico Hot Springs. We will sleep in the quaint rooms of the 
Chico Hot Springs Resort and Day Spa and enjoy their deluxe hot 
springs.
 
For more information or to sign up, contact demis@nmwild.org  
(505) 216-9719
 
testimonial from NM Wild’s 2011 Yellowstone trip
 “ Winter in Yellowstone is magical. Some wildlife attempt to 

survive winter, while wolves thrive in winter. Despite the cold 
weather, the wolves offered us a warm reception when we spot-
ted a young female during the first hour of our trip in Lamar 
Valley. 
 Since the 1995 return of the wolves, their comeback has been 
called the “conservation success story of the century. 
 This NM wilderness Alliance trip to Yellowstone is important 
for NM conservationists to understand the biology and poli-
tics of wolf recovery in hopes that NM can achieve the same 
success with Mexican wolf recovery in the future.”           

  —Meredith Taylor, Taylor Outfitters 

Journey to Yellowstone
continued from page 28 
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Are you passionate about the wild landscapes 
and wildlife of New Mexico? Do you want to 
be sure that nature, as it was meant to be, is 
preserved for generations to come? Your legacy 
gift to the New Mexico Wilderness Alliance will 
ensure that the wilderness, wildlife and water of 
the Land of Enchantment are protected forever.

BeCOMe A NeW MexiCO WiLDerNeSS  
ALLiANCe SteWArD tODAY.
If you are planning to create a new will or up-
date an existing one, we hope you will consider 
a future gift to protect and safeguard New 
Mexico’s wilderness, water and wildlife. New 
Mexico Wilderness Alliance Stewards are indi-
viduals who have included a future gift to New 

Mexico Wilderness Alliance through their will or 
estate plans.  Becoming a New Mexico  
Wilderness Alliance Steward can be as simple 
as including a bequest to our organization in 
your will or designating our organization as one 
of the beneficiaries of a retirement plan or life 
insurance policy.

Please contact me if you would like to include 
New Mexico Wilderness Alliance in your will or 
retirement plan.

tisha Broska 
505-843-8696 ext.102 
 tisha@nmwild.org.

What 
Would you 
like your 
legacy  
to be?

New Mexico Wilderness Alliance Members  
Now eligible for Credit union Membership

Please help New Mexico Wilderness Alliance receive a  
significant, renewed ChALLeNGe GrANt from eArth 

FrieNDS CONServAtiON FuND supporting our critical work  
to protect New Mexico’s wild public lands, water and wildlife. 

Our goal is to raise $100,000 by September 30, 2011.

YES!  I support the efforts of New Mexico  
Wilderness Alliance.  
ENCLOSED IS MY GIFT OF:
❑	 $25 ❑	 Other $____________
❑	 $30 Family ❑	 $500 – Lifetime (Single)
❑	 $50 ❑	 $750 – Lifetime (Couple)
❑	 $100 ❑	 $1,000 – Lifetime (Family)
❑	 Sign me up for Monthly Giving. I pledge  
  $___________ per month, charged to my 
 credit card.
❑	 Please send me information on making a 
 bequest to New Mexico Wilderness Alliance.

Name_______________________________________

Address_____________________________________

City, State, Zip_______________________________

E-mail: ______________________________________

Phone:______________________________________

PAYMENT OPTIONS   
❑	 	Enclosed is my check payable to New Mexico 
 Wilderness Alliance
❑	 Please charge my Visa, Mastercard, AmEx, 
 Discover (circle one)

 Card #: _________________________________________ 

 Exp. Date: ______________________________________

 Signature:  _____________________________________

GIVE a gift membership to the NEW MEXICO 
WILDERNESS ALLIANCE!  
Please send a Gift Membership to:

Name___________________________________________

Address_________________________________________

City, State, Zip___________________________________

Contributions to NMWA are 
tax deductible to the full  

extent of the law.
 

Go to www.nmwild.org to 
make your donation 

on-line today! 

Mail to: 
New Mexico Wilderness 

Alliance
PO Box 25464, 

Albuquerque, NM 87125

AS A MeMBer OF NeW MexiCO WilDerNeSS 
AlliANCe, yOu Are eligiBle tO jOiN NeW 
MexiCO eDuCAtOrS FeDerAl CreDit uNiON. 
New Mexico Educators Federal Credit Union is 
the state’s largest not-for-profit financial co-
operative with over 115,000 member-owners 
and 14 full-service branch offices from Taos to 
Socorro. Thanks to its large membership, the 
Credit Union offers a full-range of financial 
services at low cost or no cost...what they call 
“The Power of WE.” You’ll find checking and 
savings options; mortgage, equity and auto 
loans; credit cards and investment services. 
Free Internet Banking, Bill Payer, Mobile and 
Text Banking are available, and all members 
receive free Identity Fraud Resolution service 
and a full-color educational newsletter four 
times a year.

New Mexico Educators offers an exclusive 
Community Rewards Program that can benefit 
both you and the Wilderness Alliance. You can 
change your world, one purchase at a time – 
all you need to participate are a Credit Union 
checking account and a Visa® Check Card. 
When you enroll in Community Rewards, 

you select a community and category for your 
Credit Union’s annual gift-giving: Environment 
and Wildlife, Education, Healthcare, The Arts, 
or Community Support. Whenever you make 
signature-based purchases (just say “credit”), 
you’ll earn 0.25% cash rewards that are de-
posited to your checking account each July. 
Then each year, New Mexico Educators Federal 
Credit Union makes a matching contribution to 
your designated area of support. Detailed infor-
mation about this valuable membership benefit 
is available at the Credit Union’s website,  
www.nmefcu.org.

New Mexico Educators Federal Credit Union 
maintains the safety and soundness principles 
and values that have been part of the inter-
national credit union movement for over two 
hundred years. BauerFinancial has ranked New 
Mexico Educators Federal Credit Union as five 
stars for financial strength and security.  You 
can join New Mexico Educators Federal Credit 
by visiting any of their branch offices (location 
information at nmefcu.org) or by calling 889-
7755 (800-347-2838 from outside the  
Albuquerque area) Monday through Saturday.
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Do you donate to the united Way through  
your employer?  
Ask that your gift gets directed to the New Mexico Wilderness Alliance 
to help support our work to protect New Mexico’s Wild Public lands.

Does your employer have a donation-matching 
program?  
your donation to New Mexico Wilderness Alliance could be eligible 
 for matching donations from your work.
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